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eNew and Improved
FRESHMAN
NEASTERPIEct
aAes life snore pleasant

Model 6-F -1 I

SLIGHTLY HIGHER DENVER
AND WEST AND CANADA

are recommended for use with
Freshman Masterpiece Receivers.
A special package containing-I UX
112 power tube, I UX 200A detec-
tor tube and 3 UX 201A amplifying
tubes-matched and tested for the
set in which they are shipped, is sold
by Authorized Freshman Dealers.

This wonderful radio, in its handsome genuine ma-
hogany cabinet, opens the door to the world's finest
entertainment - operas - dance music - lectures -
sports of all kinds; just take your pick.
It is easy to tune with its three distinct controls, while the large
cone speaker, built right in the cabinet, gives you plenty of
volume and good, clear, true -toned reception.
Sold on Convenient Terms by Authorized Freshman Dealers
Write for new 48 page book illustrating and describing the entire line of
FRESHMAN MASTERPIECE Receivers and other apparatus. It's free.

Chas. Freshman Co InUV
p Freshman Bldg.,

. 2626 W. WashingtonN
Yorklc

Chicago

g Operates hi] Electricittl
This new QUALITY set Is so designed to operate
from your light socket by Installing the new Fresh-
man "ABC" Power Supply.

Worlds Greatest Radio/

She IRGAP
SOCKET

aft gets that fast mile

Selected by Herman Bernard for Bernard Slx
on account of the gap which assures lowest capacity,
prevents feedback and g Ives maximum output.

At Dealers, or direct postpaid 60e
AIRGAP PRODUCTS CO.

10 Campbell St. Newark, N. J.

Use the Genuine

NATIONAL
BROWNING - DRAKE
Coils and R. F. Transformers

in your set.
NATIONAL CO., INC.

Cambridge, Mass.

Use These Coils
And Improve Any
Radio Receiver
AKRE) *on_

- SUPER -SENSITIVE --.114

INDUCTANCE UNITS

TUNED RADIO FREOUENCY KIT

sir°
Replace your present inductances with
this Aero Coil Tuned Radio Frequency
Kit. It will positively improve the
performance of your receiver. Spe-
cial patented Aero Coil construction
eliminates radio frequency losses. You
will notice instantly, a tremendous
improvement in volume, tone and se-
lectivity.
This kit consists of three matched
units. The antenna coupler has a
variable primary. Uses .00035 con-
denser. Coils are uniformly air spaced.
No dope is used. Consequently they
tune into resonance on a "knife's
edge."

FREE with each. Kit.

Eight -page color circuit, layout and instruc-
tion sheet for building the supersensitive 5 -

tube Aerodyne Receiver packed with each kit.
Extra copies 75c each. Instructions include
insert showing how to wire up for a power
tube if desired.

Get these coils from your nearest
dealer. If he can't supply you, order

direct from factory.

Aero Products, Inc.
C r Co lit]

A

Dept. 108

1772 Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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Chosen by
EXPERTS
r-A1-13NN H. BROWNING, Laurence M.

Cockaday, Gerald M. Best and many
other eminent radio designers use the
Lynch Metallized -Resistor in their ex-
perimental circuits and receivers. These
men know radio; they have laboratory
and testing equipment with which quick-
ly to make accurate comparisons. There
could be no better proof of the true merit
of the Lynch Metallized Resistor than
the endorsement of these experts.

Comprising a concentrated metallized
deposit one -thousandth of an inch thick
upon a rigid core, sealed forever with-
in a glass tube, the Lynch Metallized
Resistor gives conductive, non arcing
resistance that remains silent, accurate!

Dealers-Write us!
ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.
Fisk Bldg., Broadway & 57th Street

New York, N.Y.

Because the fixed
resistor is small
in site, do not
underestiotate its
Sisal importance.

Precision in
Manufacture

Thetamost care, the best
of materials, the most
skilled craftsmen make
each Lynch Metallized
Resistor the precision;
built, yet rugged little in-
strument that it is.

Frequent rigid inane.
tions, and sufficient aging
before final test make
possible our guarantee-
Absolutely Noiseless

Permanently Accurate
Dependable I

Our warranted accu-
racy is 10% but through
precision in manufac-
ture, Lynch Metallized
Resistors average within

:1696 in actual production.
Arthur H. Lynch

FIXED RESISTOR

)46.),,
NEW VONN N.Y.

SI

PRICES : -
.25 to 10 Megohms .50
above .01 to .24 " .75
.001 to .01 " $1.00 Double " .50

Lynch Metallized Resistors cost no
more than the ordinary kind. If your
dealer cannot supply you it will be well
worth your while to wait for the mail-
we ship postpaid, at once.

Single Mounting .35

METALLIZED
A.

FIXED RESISTORS

wlth Benja n Radio Products
in Securing the,,,Bes Radio Results

0 _
-41-

aliBeepoliriRadiv Products are of the same high
standard as the far-famed Cle-Re-rone Sockets

You will find that almost every good
radio set in theneighborhood has some or
all Benjamin Radio Products in it. Radio
experts and set makers have proved
through long experience that only radio
parts conscientiously and painfully
made to improve delicate tonal quality,
selectivity and volume can bring a leader-
ship in securing the best radio results.

If youwould have yourset just as good
or better than your neighbor's make sure
that every component part is reliable and
bears the trade mark of a manufacturer
in whom you can place your full con-
fidence. The world-wide recommenda-
tionofBenjaminRadioProductsbyradio
authorities is the best testimonial for
their scientific accuracy and uniformity
in securing the best radio results.

Rewards for Radio Reasoners
11[Awards for novel and original hookups,
modifications of existing circuits; trade
names; slogans; write our nearest office for
full details.

11[If your dealer cannot furnish you with
BenjaminRadioProducts send amount direct
to our nearest sales office with his name and
we will see that you are promptly supplied.

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
120.128 S. Sangamon St.

Chicago
New York: San- Francisco:

247 W. 17th St. 448 Bryant St.
Manufactured in Canada by die Benjamin Electric

Mfg. Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario'

Straight Line Frequency Condensers
Eliminates bunching
of stations. Spreads the
log' evenly over the
dial. Makes tuning
easy. Adjustable turn-
ing tension. Compact.
A beautiful instrument
that not only improves
reception, but adds to

the good appearance of the set.
.00025 MEd., $5.00 .00035 Mfd., $5.25

.0005 Mfd., $5.50
Brackets

An aid to simplification
in set construction. Sup-
ports the sub.panehwith
room underneath for ac-
cessories and wiring.

Improved Tuned Radio
FrequencyTransformers

Space would; basket weave; Cylin-
drical; hie est practical air dielectric.
Proved togivethebest results insharp-
ness of tuning, increase in volume and
improvement in quality. Authorita-
tive laboratory tests and practical ex-
perience of manufacturers and ama-
teurs shows that this type of coil ex-
cels in every important characteristic.

23/4 -inch Diameter
Transformer

Compact. Especially desirable for
crowded assembly.x Eliminates inter-
fering "pick-ups."

Set of Three, $5.75
Single Transformer, $2.10

3 -inch Diameter
Transformer

Capacity coupling reduced to lowest
degree: For use with .00035 Mfd.
Condensers.

Set of Three,$6.00
Single Transformer, $2.25

'"Lekeless"
Transformers

Uniform high inductance, low dis-
tributed capacity and low resistance.
The external field is so slight that it
permits placing coils dose together
without appreciable interaction.

Single Transformer, $2.50

C/e-Ra-Tone Spring
Supported-Shock-

Absorbing Sockets

Spring Supported, Shock -Absorbing.
Stop Tube Noises. The greatest aid
to non -noisy operation. Contacts
always clean.

75 cents each

Battery Switch
Quick, positive, clean -cu t
make and break. When
it's "in" its "off". el im
nating danger of wasteful
use of battery.

Plain -70c pair. Adlustable-$1.25 pair 30 cents each

)452a.drss2N6ZSr.5-WSIN-I3n-516052--esZtre.42,-s-
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Contrast the clumsy
dials of only two

years back . . . with the
handsome illuminated
controls MAR -CO makes
today. Here is another
good reason for build-
ing your set yourself?

RADIO WORLD'S
three feature sets of
the season:

Carroll's BEACON
Hayden's HI -POWER

and now
Captain P. V. O'Rouritz's

DX -GETTER
achieve a distinguished
"professional air" com-
bined with supremely
accurate tuning-
through the use of
MAR -CO controls.

Here's how
you drill
the panel..

RADIO WORLD December 4, 1926

ow dials give placec-,
to wowing spots of light

DICTURE a soft, subdued light
1 in the room . . .

f f f your set in the corner
with glowing spots of light
illuminating its swiftly
readable back panel scales.
this is radio at its hand-
somest . . :

f I this is the panel arrange-
ment the type of skillful
tuning that distinguishes
the 1927 trend in set
construction.

Already, these new MAR -CO
controls are specified or optional
equipment in a score of this sea-
son's most advanced circuits.
At once, they have become the
standard in tuning control de-
sign. Use them, in whatever
set you build, to give the final
touch of style, and the utmost
in precision control.
MAR -CO controls are easy to
install. The steel template pro-

vided reduces panel -drilling to
the simple, fool -proof operation
illustrated below. The original
MAR -CO `friction-drive"-the
action that makes backlash impos-
sible-has been strengthened, to
accommodate gang condensers.
The MAZDA lamp supplied runs
on your "A" battery, using only
.1 ampere. The switch that con-
trols this lamp may also be used
as your filament switch the
lighted scales then serve as
pilots. Scales read 0 to 100, or
100 to 0, as preferred. Price,
including template, bulb, and
bezel, $3.50. Replacement
bulbs, $.20. Write today for
the booklet that illustrates 15
standard makes of condensers
mounted on MAR -CO back -panel
controls. Martin -Copeland
Company, Providence, R. I.
Branch offices and representa-
tives in principal cities.

COlibninated Controls

Screw Template Drill holes Remove window
to panel through Template opening

Bezel covers
rough edge

that's ALL,
you CAN'T
go wrong!
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The Regenerative Equamatic

Capt. O'Rourke's DX Getter

tl
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FIG. 1
The circuit diagram of the regenerative Equamatic. L6, L7 is the third Equamatic RFT.

By Capt. P. V. O'Rourke
THE sensitivity of the Karas Equa-

maticl receiver is very high, yet it may
be greatly increased by introducing regen-
eration in the second radio frequency tube.
This may be done by putting a tickler
winding on the primary form or rotor on
which the primary is wound. To get con-
siderable regeneration it would be neces-
sary to put more turns on the tickler than
are "on the primary, but we want only a
little regeneration. Since the winding
space on this form is all taken up by the
primary it will be necessary to wind the
tickler on top of the primary. It is very
difficult to wind a larger size of wire over
another winding, so if the same size wire
is used or less in this case your purpose is
served. Put on nine turns of No. 30 double
silk covered wire. To wind this over the
primary it will be necessary to put a layer
of paper or Empire cloth over the existing
coil and then wind the finer wire over
that. The turns may be held in place by
some form of binder, such as beeswax,
paraffine, or collodion. If collodion is
used the entire tickler coil may be covered

with it, but if the others are employed as
binders only enough should be used to
bind the end turns.

It is obvious that it will be necessary to
slip the primary form far out from the
secondary to enable winding the tickler
coil. But this operation will offer no
trouble.

After having put the tickler winding on
the rotor form the tickler should be pro-
vided with flexible leads several inches
long. These leads might well be covered
with tinsel cord. They should be soldered
to the coil terminals with a non -corrosive
solder and flux and secured firmly to the
form. They may be twisted around the
mechanical support of the coil a few. times
and then lead to the proper places for
connection. It is important that they be
left so that they will not get injured
while the rotor is turned and so that they
will not get tangled up with any other
part.

The proper connection of the two extra
leads is important if the set is to func-
tion correctly. One of the two leads is
to be connected to the plate binding post
of the second tube and the other to the
plate lead of the primary of the next

radio frequency transformer. In other
words, the terminal connected to the plate
binding post of the second tube is re-
moved and the tickler winding is inserted
in the break. Of course the leads to the
tickler may be connected in two ways in
this break in the line, one of which pro-
duces regeneration and the other damping.

The simplest way to determine the way
which gives regeneration is to try it out.
If the first connection increases the sig-
nal leave it that way. If it does not, re-
verse the leads and see if that does the
desired work. It could be connected cor-
rectly the first time if the direction of the
currents in the windings and the direction
of the windings were traced out, but to
do this takes longer than to try first one
and then the other.

The question naturally arises why one
should introduce regeneration into a cir-
cuit which has great sensitivity as it is-
the justly celebrated Karas Equarnatic.
The answer is that a lot of people ask for
it. They want regeneration because when
hunting for DX stations they sometimes
need just that extra kick to add 1,000
miles to the range.

The DX stations may be pulled in by

FIG. 2
The panel view of the set.
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Through the Locals to DX!

FIG. 3
The location of the special winding on the primary of the second RF transformer is shown on the form to which the arrow
points. The location of parts may be followed as shown, except that the Mar -co illuminated controls will cause the coils to be

slightly nearer the rear.
operating the set near the oscillating point
and the local stations may be enjoyed
by operating the set without regeneration.

Why should one not operate the set as
a regenerator when one is receiving local
stations, but only on the distant stations?
Regeneration cuts off the side bands to
the extent that quality is impaired and
it is impossible to get natural reception
when regeneration is forced.

Effect on Sound
Any sharp tuning circuit cuts off the

higher tones in speech and music, and
this may be carried to such an extreme
that only the boom of the brass drum or
bass viol may be heard. This extreme
limit can not be reached by a simple tuned
circuit, nor by a combination of such cir-
cuits, but it can be approached by means
of regeneration.

Circuits of such extreme selectivity are
required to pick out a distant station and
at the same time to eliminate the signals
from powerful local broadcasters. It is
apparent, therefore, that first class quality
cannot be expected from distant stations
no matter how good their programs may
be at the transmitting antenna nor how
good the receiver may be. The high notes
are simply tuned out. But DX hunters
are often interested in the announcements
from the distant stations, in order to
identify them, or will pardon a little tin-
niness in the music. Announcements are
carried by low frequencies, whether
spoken by a basso profundo or a so-
prano. That is, they are carried by fre-
quencies which are so low that the tuned
circuits that are likely to be used in any
practical receiver cannot appreciably cut
them down.

Spoken sounds are mostly below 1,000
cycles per second, and it requires a very
selective receiver indeed to affect this
frequency. But music is carried on all
frequencies which are audible to the hu-
man ear, that is, up to about 15,000 cycles
per second. These high frequencies are
materially cut down even by circuits of
ordinary selectivity.

When DX is Paramount
A good DX receiver would have to

possess a selectivity which would materi-
ally cut down as low frequencies as 5,000
cycles, and when these are greatly reduced
in intensity as compared with the lower
ones, the quality of the music suffers
noticeably. Sounds from certain instru-
ments and voices lose their characteristics.

When one receives local stations the

LIST OF PARTS
L1L2, L3L41-5, L6L7-Three Karas

Equamatic RF transformers. (L5 is
wound by the constructor).

Cl, C2, C3-Three special Karas Ortho-
metric extended shaft .000375 mfd. con-
densers.

AF1, AF2-Two Karas Harmonik audio
transformers.

RC1, RC2-Two Karas Equamatic re-
tard coils.

RI-One Yaxley 20 -ohm rheostat with
dial (gold).

R2-One Yaxley 10 -ohm rheostat with
dial (gold).

J1-One Yaxley interstage phone jack
(gold) for first audio stage.

J2-One Yaxley No. 1 open circuit
phone jack (gold) for second audio stage.

S-One Yaxley filament switch (gold).
C7-One Sangamo .00025 mfd. fixed con-

denser with grid leak clips.
R3-One Amsco 2 megohm grid gate.
R4, R5-Two No. IA Amperites,

mounted. (R5 is marked R3 in Fig. 1.)
R6-One Yaxley 400 -ohm potentiometer.
C4, CS, C6-Three Sangamo .001 mfd:

fixed condensers.
C8-One Sangamo .001 mfd. fixed con-

denser.
Three Karas Equamatic subpanel

brackets.
One panel 7x28x3/16".
Three Mar -co illuminated controls.
One Jones Multi -Plug with mounting

and 8 -ft. cable.
Five Benjamin push type cushion

ockets.

primary interest is quality of reproduction.
The sound that is emitted from the loud
speaker should be as nearly as possible a
copy of the sound that impinges on the
microphone at the broadcasting station.
One necessary condition for this is that
the selectivity of the receiver should not
be excessive. In fact it should not be any
greater than is absolutely necessary sat-
isfactorily to eliminate all interference
from other stations.

The required selectivity therefore very
largely depends on the number of stations
operating in the vicinity of the receiver,
their frequency separation and the power
which they are radiating. A few individu-
als may be so unfortunate as to be located
in the shadow of a powerful transmitting
antenna. In that event it may be nec-
essary to have a super -selective receiver

to get anything but the station nearby.
Then first-class quality is precluded from
all stations except the local and that may
be received with a crystal set and a stage
of audio frequency amplification.

The Equamatic System
One .of the outstanding features of the

Karas Equamatic receiver, on which the
DX model is founded, is that the coupling
between the primaries and the secondaries
is varied automatically with the rotation
of the condenser, and, what is important,
is varied according to frequency. As is
well known the transfer of energy from
one circuit to the other in a transformer
is directly proportional to the frequency
of the current provided the coupling re-
mains the same. Hence in an ordinary
radio receiver the energy transfer at the
high wavelength end of the broadcast
band will be very small and the set will
be comparatively insensitive to these
waves. For the same degree of coupling
between the two windings the set would
be excessively sensitive on' the short
waves and overloading of the tubes and
howling would most likely occur on all
waves below a certain value.

The usual solution of this difficulty is
to make the set insensitive to the short
waves by introducing a loss which in-
creases in the same ratio as the frequency.
This takes care of the volume in a sat-
isfactory manner but not so of the selec-
tivity. Introducing resistance into the
tuning system deCreases the selectivity
and the set will not be satisfactory
from that point of view.

Equal Sensitivity
In the Eqtiamatic circuit the higher en-

ergy transfer on the shorter waves is
taken care of by decreasing the coupling
between the primary and the secondary
windings in such a way that the transfer
of energy is constant over the entire tun-
ing range of the condenser. Thus the set
is just as sensitive on the longer waves
as on the shorter waves. This variation
in the coupling is automatic because the
primary coil is coupled mechanically
directly to the rotor of the 'condenser.

In this manner the sensitivity of the
set is equalized over the entire band, and
it is accomplished without the introduc-
tion of losses in the tuning system.

[The theory and practice of the highly
efficient Egnamatic system were discussed
fully by Capt. O'Rourke in time October
2, 9, 16 and 23 issues.]
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The 8 -Tube Lincoln Super
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FIG. 1
The schematic diagram of the Lincoln Super -Heterodyne. RI and R2, 20 ohm rheostats, and R3, a 200,000 ohm variable resistor,
are panel mounted, but R4, R5, R6 and R7 are put on the base board. A special output transformer may be used at OT or a

choke and condenser. The last tube plate potential may be 135 volts, with 27 negative bias, instead of 180 and 40%.

By Sidney Stack
THE DX season is now imminent, and

to be ready for it one must have a
sensitive receiver. The high-class music
season is here now, and to be ready for
that, one must have a high quality re-
ceiver. There are now about 600 stations
operating in this country alone, at no
great frequency separation between
neighboring ones, and to be able to select
any one desired to the complete exclu-
sion of all the rest one must have a very
selective receiver. This does not mean
that one must have three different re-
ceivers, for all the above requirements
may easily be incorporated into one, and
that one is a Super -Heterodyne.

There is still another requirement which
this receiver should have, and that is, it
should be simply yet adequately con-
trolled. If it is not simply controlled one
will spend perhaps as much time hunting
for a station as one does in receiving it.
If it is not adequately controlled both as
to sensitivity and volume it will either be
incapable of receiving distant stations or
it will be intolerably loud on local
stations.

Let us, therefore, consider the construc-
tion of the Lincoln Super -Heterodyne as
a set embodying these advantages. The
schematic diagram of the wiring is shown
in Fig. 1.

When the parts have been assembled
the builder is ready to start construction
work. First comes laying out of the set.
This to some extent is a matter of per-
sonal taste and convenience. Innumer-
able arrangements of the parts may be
used without in the least impairing the
set, but the uninitiate will find the dia-
grammed method easiest.

One should begin by laying out the
panel, arranging the parts on it in such
a manner that the panel gives a sense of

8h144"Th1/4.'

SHORT flexible leads are handy for mak-
ing test connections.

balance and symmetry. A suitable ar- transformer in the right upper corner.
rangement of the panel may be obtained
by reference to the caption under Fig. 1.

The next step should be the laying out
of the baseboard. Place the subpanel on
the mounting- brackets and then arrange
the various pai-ts on the subpanel or base-
board, giving due consideration to the
directness of radio frequency wires, par-
ticularly grierleads. Leads carrying audio
frequency currents need not necessarily
be short, though it is preferable to make
them as short as practicable.

You can put the first audio frequency

LIST OF PARTS
One Lincoln fixed Inductance.
Four Lincoln long wave transformers.
Two No. 220 S -M audio frequency

transformers.
One OT-SM output transformer (or

one SM audio choke and a Tobe 2 mfd.
condenser.

CI, C2, Two Remler or Precise variable
condensers, .0005 mfd. capacity.

C3, one Chelten midget variable con-
denser, No. 850.

Two .006 mfd. Tobe fixed condensers.
One .00025 mfd. Tobe fixed mica con-

denser.
One Tobe grid condenser, .00025 mfd.
One Tobe .5 mfd. by-pass condenser.
One Tobe 1 mfd. by-pass condenser.
RI, R2, R4, RS, R7, five 20 -ohm Yaxley

rheostats.
R3, one Centralab 200,000 ohm variable

resistance.
R6, a 6 -ohm Yaxley rheostat.
One Lynch grid leak, 2 meg.
Two No. 801 National Velvet Vernier

Type C dials.
Eight No. 510 UX sockets, SM.
One No. 660 Yaxley battery plug and

cable.
One No. 701 Yaxley single circuit jack.
Three Yaxley pup jacks.
One filament switch.
One SM loop, with center tap.
UX type tubes, six 201-A, one 112, and

one 171. -
One cone type of loud speaker.
One 6 -volt storage A battery.
Four Eveready 45 -volt layerbuilt Bbatteries.
Grid bias batteries, one 40.5 volt and

two 7.5 volt. (See caption under Fig. I.)
Panel, baseboard, mounting brackets and

cabinet.

Then going toward the left in the upper
tier there are two 20 -ohm rheostats, the
battery plug, then two more rheostats,
and finally the second audio frequency
transformer. In the middle row are the
two power tubes, the four long wave
transformers, the oscillating coil or fixed
inductance, and the two large by-pass
condensers. In the row nearest the panel
are the six radio and intermediate fre-
quency tubes and the midget condenser.
This is an orderly layout in which the
radio and intermediate frequency leads
are reasonably short and in which the
various parts are well placed.

Wiring of the set may best be done in
two parts, first making all the connections
necessary and possible on the parts on
the panel. Then before mounting the
baseboard on the brackets, all the connec-
tions required on the parts on the sub -
panel should be made. Usually it is best
to wire the filament circuit complete be-
fore mounting the transformers on the
subpanel, as this leaves more room in
which to operate.

Of course it is necessary in running the
wires to take account of the parts which
have not yet been mounted. As much of
the filament circuit wires as possible
should be run under the baseboard, where
they will be out of sight.

After the filament circuit has been
wired, the remaining parts should be
mounted and the wiring finished. Then
the subpanel should be put in place and
the interconnecting leads established.

(Hayden)
A BENT spring jack is the common cause
of amplifier trouble. It is a good plan to
place plug in jack and see that good con-
tact is made before installing the jack in

the set, thus preventing future grief.
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THERE are about five different types

of radio receivers being used at pres-
ent. While there are others, they are
mostly modifications or combinations of
one or more of the following fundamental
types: the crystal set, the regenerative
set, the reflex set, the Super -Heterodyne
and the tuned radio frequency set.

The crystal set is the simplest of all
radio receivers but is not used much at
the present time. It consists primarily
of a tuning circuit
of some kind, it
may be a con-
denser and a coil
or it may be sim-
ply a coil of wire
with a sliding con-
tact or taps, and
a crystal detector.

Now, it happens
that the radio
waves are sent out
by the broadcast-
ing station in such
a form that they

bined with two or three other tubes to
amplify the signal after it is detected, so
that a speaker may be used. This type
of set is very sensitive, is a good DX
set, and even when three tubes are used
ample volume is obtained for the speaker.
The quality often suffers to some extent
when the set is "pushed" and another dis-
advantage is the fact that in the hands
of an inexperienced operator the set
causes a great deal of interference to the

system primarily as a wavelength changer.
It so happens that it is much less com-
plicated to amplify a radio wave of high
wavelength than a lower one. The high
wavelength is amplified through what is
termed an intermediate frequency ampli-
fier which may consist of from two to
four or possibly five tube stages. The
signal is again detected in the ordinary
way and then amplified in the audio fre-
quency amplifier to get loud speaker

volume.
There are in

The Big Five
A Discussion of the Most Popular Circuits

By K. B. Humphrey
cannot be heard
by the ear. It is
necessary to rectify them or change them
in such a way that the electrical currents
in the telephones will vary according to
the voice and music frequencies of the
artists in the studio.

The crystal performs this function and
in fact detects the waves and the use of
this method gives the name of crystal set
to the receiver. This kind of receiver is
not very selective and can only be used
for very moderate distances.

Tube Amplifies, Too
All of the other receivers mentioned use

the vacuum tube in their construction.
By connecting the tubes in different ways
they may be made to perform different
tasks. The tube may be made to func-
tion in the same manner as the crystal,
that is, to detect, but the tube may also
be made to amplify the signal when it is
in the radio frequency state or when the
current has been changed over by detec-
tion to the audio state. There are in-
numerable combinations which can be
used and are being used every day.

One of the earliest form of receivers
was the regenerative set. In this type of
set the vacuum tube is used as before in
combination with some method of tuning.
The signal is detected and then the tube
performs another
function, that is,
the signal is made
to go through the
tube again and
act on the input,
thus amplifying
the signal many
times. This ex-
planation makes
the effect easy to
understand, al-
though strictly
speaking the ef-
fect is to reduce
the radio frequen-
cy resistance. '

This set usually
may be distin-
guished by its
ability to give a
great combination
of squeals and
whistles when it
is in oscillation.
T h e oscillation
point is usually
variable and when
the set is in os-
cillation the signal
can not be heard.
The regeneration
point is just below
this.

The RF hookup
usually is coin -

neighboring receivers. In urban areas
the 3 -tube set usually is not quite selective
enough.

What Reflex Is
The reflex set gets its name from the

fact that the tube is made to do double
duty in amplification. As mentioned be-
fore, there are two main types of current
present in the receiver, the radio wave
and the audio wave. When the same
tube amplifies first the radio wave and
then the voice or audio frequency it is
said to be reflexed. This type of set is
not sd popular as it used to be. Its chief
asset is tube economy.

The Super -Heterodyne is in reality a
combination of several different features.
The signal enters through the collector
system, in most cases a loop. It is first
detected in the usual way, regeneration
being used in some types. A separate
tube is used in combination with the first
detector and is called the oscillator. It
is in fact a miniature broadcast station.
This tube performs a very important func-
tion. It causes the wavelength of the
signal to be changed after entry by way
of the loop to a higher wavelength. While
the theory is rather involved it is only
necessary for the reader to regard the

most such sets
eight tubes as fol-
lows : first detect-
or, oscillator, three
intermediates, sec-
ond detector, and
two audio. There
may be other com-
binations, which
may add from one
to three tubes, or
the number may
be cut down by
reflexing. The Su-
per -Heterodyne is

a very selective set, is a good distance
getter, is more practically portable be-
cause of the loop antenna, and in fact is
a good all-round receiver.

The tuned radio frequency set has be-
come very popular in the last few years.
It usually consists of five tubes, though
six, seven and sometimes eight are used.
The first two tubes of the five -tube set
are used to amplify the incoming radio
signal and what distinguishes it princi-
pally is the fact that instead of just the
input being tuned by means of condens-
ers and coils, all of the stages are tuned
separately. After the amplification of the
radio signal the wave is detected and
then amplified again as audio frequency
in the same manner as previously de-
scribed.

The six -tube tuned radio frequency sets
usually have the extra tube because resist-
ance or impedance coupled audio amplifi-
cation is used. This does not have any
effect on the radio end of the set. By
proper design it is possible to work ef-
fectively more than two steps of radio
and the more expensive receivers are
using this system.

The Nentrodyne
Just a note here in regards the different

names by which
these sets go by.
The Neutrodyne,
for instance is a
tuned radio fre-
quency set and
the name comes
from the method
of neutralizing the

A TUNED radio frequency set with crystal detector.

PC

1
`0000or

ro-

CIRCUIT network of a reflexed receiver. Det. plate lead is continuous.

set, that is, bal-
ancing out the
tendency to
squeal. There is
no essential dif-
ference in the
operation.

The tuned radio
frequency set is
not expensive, is
a good DX getter
and is easy to
handle. The num-
ber of controls
varies from one
to three or four,
depending upon
the design.

Here are a few
general principles
which may be con-
sidered as a whole
in the application
of receiving sets.
The addition of
RF is primarily
for getting DX.
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FIGS. 1 and 2
The fundamentals of the hookup for the beat note audio oscillator, and methods of effecting output.

THE posses-
sion of an

audio oscillator is
an essential
requisite for ex-
perimentally M-
clined radio
fans. It finds a
place, an impor-
tant one at that,
in almost every
type of radio re-
search work. But

An Audio Tester
Using the Beat Note System

By John F. Rider
Member, Institute of Radio Engineers

the number of
audio frenquency
signal generators is lamentably small.
The reasons for this condition are two.
The first is the cost of a completed unit
obtained from a manufacturer. The sec-
ond is the complexity of calibration when
the unit is home constructed. The result
of these two is the general lack of wide-
spread use of the unit mentioned and the
consequent lack of experimental work en-
tailing their use.

Versatility of Tests
In addition, the possession of a gen-

erator with a variable audio frequency
output permits of tests otherwise im-
possible. As a solution to the individuals
who cannot afford the prices asked for
this laboratory unit, and to the individu-
als who have no means of calibrating
home constructed audio oscillators of the
conventional type, the following is of-
fered.

This unit is in substance more of a
radio frequency oscillator than an audio
frequency oscillator. However, the final
signal as obtained from the unit is of
audio frequency, and the unit can there-
fore be known as an audio oscillator. The
process of obtaining the audio frequency
signal is by no means new, having been
observed by almost every owner of a
radio receiver. The process consists of
beating one radio frequency oscillator
against another, oscillating at a frequency
varying from the first at a predetermined
value. The variance between the two
produces the desired beat note which is
within the audio range. This. beat note
is picked up on a receiving system ar-
ranged for the purpose.

An Easy System
At first glance this system may appear

quite complicated, but upon analysis it
will be found really simple. The simplic-
ity of the unit is still further increased
by the fact that the calibration of the
device is easy, requiring the services of
equipment readily obtainable. The com-
pleted unit consists of three component

parts, two of which are identical. These
two are radio frequency oscillators of
conventional type, -utilizing a single ther-
mionic tube, employed as an oscillator.
The third unit is a simple non -regenera-
tive receiver and audio amplifier unit of
the resistance coupled type. The unit
necessary for the calibration work is a
wavemeter of relatively high accuracy
and adjustable to 7,000 meters and lower.

The detailed method of operation is as
follows: One of the radio frequency os-
cillators is adjusted to 6,000 meters. This
adjustment is carried out with care to as-
sure careful resonance at that wavelength
with the same wavemeter setting.

Creation of the Note
Now, according to electrical phenom-

ena (and physics phenomena in sound)
if another radio frequency oscillator is
adjusted to a wavelength differing from
the first by a small amount, the resul-
tant beat note, if the frequency variance
between the two lies within the audio
range, will be audible on a non -oscillat-
ing receiver when the receiver is adjusted
to the main frequency of either one of
the two radio frequency oscillators. As
the main frequency of the two radio fre-
quency oscillators is beyond audibility
even after mixing, the signal heard in the
receiver will be the audio frequency beat
note. To produce any beat note, so as
to be audible in the reproducer attached
to the receiver, we have only to vary
the frequency of one of the radio fre-
quency oscillators by the frequency of
the beat note desired. In other words,
if we desire a beat note of 500 cycles and
radio frequency oscillator number 1 is ad-
justed to 50,000 cycles, we adjust radio
frequency oscillator number 2 to 50,500
cycles or 49,500 cycles. The receiving
system remains tuned accurately in reso-
nance with radio frequency oscillator
number 1. This adjustment remains con-
stant at all times regardleSs of the beat
note being generated.

The key to the entire arrangement is

therefore the ad-
justment of radio
frequency oscil-
lator number 2.
By calibrating
this oscillator at

various frequen-
cies differing
from that of ra-
dio frequency os-
cillator number 1
by 100 cycles, 200
cycles, 500 cycles
750 cycles, 1,000
cycles, 1,500 cy-

cles, 2,000 cycles and so on up to 4,000
or 5,000 cycles, the beat note can be of
the desired frequency from 100 to 5,000.
All this of course requires accurate cali-
bration and constancy of adjustment once
the calibration has been carried out.
Notwithstanding this apparently tedious
work, it is by far much easier than con-
tructing and calibrating a conventional
audio oscillator.

If the tuning adjustments of the va-
rious tuned circuits are accurate, a sur-
prising degree of accuracy will be obtained
for the beat note.

In the tests carried out during the
construction of the original models for
this paper, the calibration of the beat note
was effected by matching against a
standard 1,000 cycle oscillator on a ca-
thode ray oscillograph was found to be
within 3 to 4 per cent, a discrepancy per-
missible with this type of equipment.

Five tubes are required for the com-
plete installation, tivo being utilized as
radio frequency oscillators and three in
the receiver -amplifier unit. In the latter
arrangement, one tube is used as the de-
tector and two as audio amplifiers. Re-
sistance coupled audio frequency ampli-
fication is used. The type of tubes used
as oscillators is optional on the part of
the constructor.

The schematic wiring diagram of the
complete installation is given in Fig. 1.
Special precautions must be exercised
when arranging the radio frequency os-
cillators, to assure absolute ground poten-
tial for the oscillator tuning condensers.
Otherwise body capacity effects will ruin
the system. The elimination of body ca-
pacity effects with oscillator number 2 is
of particular importance, since this unit
is continually manipulated. The oscillator
circuits shown herewith need not be fol-
lowed. Any others in which the tuning
condensers are at ground potential may
be used, providing the arrangement is
conducive to stability and constancy of
adjustment.

(Concluded on page 20)
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The Batteryless Bernard
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FIG. 1
The Bernard receiver and the total battery eliminator used in conjunCtion with it. The receiver has five series -connected 299,
199 or CeCo type C tubes in sockets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and a 312, 112 or CeCo type F for the final socket, 6. Note how the negative
bias is obtained in the receiver itself for four tubes and the positive potential for the detector plate. The bias for the final tube
is furnished by the drop in CR, which has a resistance of 175 ohms. AR is 2,500 ohms. The potentiometer across the filament

secondary of the power transformer is 400 ohms.

Five 3 Volt Tubes Con-
nected with Filaments
in Series and Heated
from DC, While AC
Feeds the Power Tube in
Last Stage- A, B and C
Voltages Obtained

THE design for operating the Bernard
without batteries is shown in Fig. 1.

On top is the circuit diagram of the re-
ceiver and below is the diagram of the A,
B and C eliminator. Another part of the
C elimination, however, is accomplished in
the radio receiver itself, by the manner of
connecting the grid returns.

Simply stated, the receiver consists of
two radio frequency stages, a detector
tube and two audio stages with the tube
filaments connected in series, and a final
audio tube, the sixth bulb, heated by al-
ternating current. The filament voltage
and current for the final tube are supplied
from a special winding on the power
transformer, lower left, Fig. 1. The dim-
inator supplies three voltages: the 165
volts, the A voltage of 15 volts, and the C
voltage of 15 volts, for biasing the last
audio tube.

The Automatic Bias
The series connection of the filaments

of the five tubes, which are of the three
volt type, is accomplished merely by con-
necting the positive of the first tube tothe negative of the second, the positive
of the second to the negative of the thirdand so on, until the fifth tube is reached.

Then you have two unconnected termin-
als, the negative of the first tube and the
positive of the fifth. These are connected
to the A minus and A plus. The A volt-
age is 15 because there are five tubes, the
filament of each one dropping 3 volts.
Naturally this gives you a working range
for obtaining bias. For instance, the grid
return of tube No. 1 is made to negative
A, which affords virtually no bias. The
grid return of tube No. 2 is made to
negative A, also, but this is a 3 -volt nega-
tive bias, because the voltage at the minus
post of tube No. 2 is three volts positive
in respect to the minus post of the first
tube. In like -backward connection fashion
is the bias obtained for the first two audio.
tubes, while the plate voltage of the de-
tector tube is 9 volts positive, due to con-
nection to plus 15 as contrasted with plus
6. Notice that you must work to the left
to get negative bias and to the right to
get positive bias by this system.

Uses Raytheon BH Tube
Obtaining the bias in this manner saves

the 15 volts from being extracted from the
B eliminator part of the electrified in-
stallation. The C voltage for the last
tube, being 15, diminishes the actual total
plate voltage by that amount, and the A
eliminator feature costs another 15 volts,
so that 30 volts are used up in this fashion.
leaving 150 volts total for the plate ofthe last tube, as the original starting
point was 180 volts.

The A, B and C eliminator system isone using the new Raytheon type BH
tube, which passes 85 milliamperes with-
out any overloading. The voltage depends
on the characteristics of the power trans-
former, in this instance the National.

As for the 85 milliampere total currentsupply, 60 milliamperes (.06 amp.) areconsumed by the filaments of the five
series -connected tubes, since series con-

nection adds voltages but does not affect
the amperage where each unit in the chain
draws the same current; 12 milliamperes
for the plate of the last tube and 9 milli-
amperes for the plate current drain of
the five series -connected tubes. This
totals 81 milliamperes, or four less than
the maximum, and affords a working
range. Note, please, that this system
does not require overloading the Rayth-
eon tube because the set draws less than
the rated maximum.

This is due to the use of a power tube
with modest plate current drain at 150
volts (312,112 or CeCo type F.).

Constructional Hints
In the construction of the batteryless

Bernard installation it is well to have the
receiver built in a table model cabinet,
and to obtain a matched table. One will
find on the market special radio tables
that are virtually topless, so that the exit
for the cable leads is made through a hole
drilled in the bottom of the cabinet, and
the cables are dropped into the table in-
terior through the wide open space and
connected properly to the eliminator leads

The output of the set may be taken
from the jack J, as shown, but if a filtered
output is desired, to keep the direct cur-
rent out of the speaker windings, a suit-
able audio choke coil and condenser com-
bination may be incorporated in the elim-
inator and two small holes drilled in the
rear of the table to afford outlet for the
speaker leads. A phone plug, PL, may
be inserted in the jack, and the leads
brought to the choke CH3. One speaker
cord is connected to minus A, the other
to the free side of the filter condenser, 4
mfd., using either tip jacks or connection
by clips. A commercial unit for this is
the Jaynxon tone bridge.

In regard to the receiver itself, the pilot
light shown in the previous models must
be omitted, as there is no suitable means
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Simplicity In Eliminator
LIST OF PARTS
For the Eliminator

One National power transformer, with
5 -volt .5 ampere extra secondary.

One fuse (about 2 amperes).
One fuse socket (porcelain).
One Hart and Hegeman switch, Sl.
One Raytheon type BH tube.
One Air Gap push type socket.
Two Tobe .1 mfd. fixed buffer conden-

sers.
Three Tobe filter condensers, 4, 4 and 6

mfd. respectively (BH model).
Two Tobe I mfd. fixed condensers, 600

volt test, (one across AR, the other across
CR).

Two National or Conner -Crouse audio
chokes (CH1 and CH2).

One 400 -ohm Electrad potentiometer
(pot) across one secondary.

One Ward -Leonard Vitrohir fixed re-
sistor, 175 ohms (CR).

One Ward -Leonard Vitrohm fixed re-
sistor, 2,500 ohms (AR).

One National or Conner -Crouse audio
choke (CH3) and 4 mfd. Tobe condenser,
optional, for filtered output.

LIST OF PARTS
For the Bernard Receiver

C2, C4-Two Bruno .00035 mfd. straight
line frequency variable condensers, which,
with two drums, mounting frame, bronze
panel plate and screws constitute the
Bruno Unitone, Model 2CB.

LI, L2-One Aero fixed primary radio
frequency transformer, stock No. WT -40.

L3, L4-One Aero adjustable primary
radio frequency transformer, stock No.
AX -45.

GFPB-One Acme R3 radio frequency
transformer.

R2, CS-One Lynch 4 meg. metalized
fixed resistor and one Aerovox .00025 mfd.
fixed condenser with clips.

R3, RS, R7-Three Lynch metallized
fixed resistors,0.1 meg. each.

R4, R6, 12,-Three Lynch metallized
fixed resistors, respectively 1.0 meg., 0.5
meg. and 0.25 meg.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-Six Air Gap push type
sockets.

R1-One Electrad Royalty variable high
resistance, Type F, range 0 to 2,000 ohms.

C7, CS, C9-Three Electrad 025 mfd.
fixed condensers.

R9-Ogee Electrad 400 -ohm potentio-
meter.

J-One Electrad single closed circuit
jack.

C3, C6-Three Aerovox .00025 mfd. fixed
condensers.

One 7x21" Lignole inlaid walnut front
panel, drilled and engraved.

One Birnbach 6 -lead battery cable, with
forked terminals.

Nine Glamzo cable tags (one A plus,
one A minus, one C plus, one B minus,
three C minus, one B plus amp. and oneB plus net.)

Two American Hardware binding posts
(Ant. and Grd.)

Three Lynch double mountings.
One pair of Bruno adjustable brackets.

of lighting it. Also. while the rheostat
R9, is included in the present instance, as
it was in the original set, it is not to be
2 ohms, but 400 ohms. Also the grid leak,
which may be regarded as R2, is fixed
instead of variable.

It so happens that not only may the
receiver be worked without any batteries,
as shown, but also in some locations very
satisfactory reception is obtained by omit-
ting the aerial and using only a ground
lead, connected to the FP posts.

FIG. 2
An artist's conception of the Batteryless Bernard working in a well-appointed home.

Values Determined
For CR and AR

Since the filaments of the five 99 type
tubes are in series, and since the voltage
drop across each one of them is 3 volts,
the total voltage drop is 15 volts. But
these filaments are connected in series
with a B eliminator which delivers 180
volts when the total current flowing is.85
milliamperes. Therefore it is necessary to
put a resistance in series with the fila-
ments to account for the difference be-
tween 180 and 15 volts, that is, a resistance
of such value that the voltage drop in it
is 165 volts. AR between the points B
plus and A plus is this resistance, and a
current of 60 milliamperes flows through
it. By Ohm's law the resistance required
is obtained by dividing the voltage by the
current, or in this case 165/.06 = 2,750
ohms, but this disregards the grid -bias
through CR.

When it is desired to obtain a negative
bias for the grid of the last tube, this
may be done by inserting a resistance of
appropriate value in series with the elim-
inator line. CR between the points B
minus and C minus is this resistance. To
determine its correct value it is necessary
to know the current flowing through it
and also the required grid bias. The bias
is 15 volts for the 112,312 or CeCo type F

at the voltage used (150). The current
flowing through is the total filament cur-
rent through the first five tubes and all
the plate currents in the receiver, a total
current of 81 milliamperes, but let us
proceed on the basis of 85. The required
value for CR is 15/.085 = 176 ohms, hence
the 175 ohm commercial unit is fully sat-
isfactory. It is now necessary to redeter-
mine the value of AR. Since CR as well
as AR and the filaments are in series with
the line, and since the drop in CR is 15
volts and the drop in the filaments is also
15 volts, AR must have such a value that
the drop in it is 180 less 30 volts, that is,
150 volts. Hence AR = 150/.06 ohms,
which is just 2,500 ohms. The Bernard
system affords this with some leeway.
This is just 250 ohms less than that ob-
tained when no grid bias resistance was
used, but this does not mean that CR
should be 250 ohms. That was previously
determined as 176 ohms. The difference
between these two is due to the difference
in the currents flowing through CR and
AR. The rheostat R9 is in series with the
filament line and its purpose, of course,
is to effect fine variation in the current
and to adjust any short comings in AR.
R9 should have a range of 400 ohms.
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The HammarlundRoberts
Hi -Q Receiver Theory
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FIG. 1

By Leslie G. Biles
THE new Hammarlund-Roberts Hi -Q

is an entirely modern radio receiver,
non -oscillating and incorporating the lat-
est approved features. The most impor-
tant of these includes dual tuning, stage
shielding, automatic coupling variation,
high detection efficiency and a high power
output.

Tried and proven fundamentals have
been adhered to, but they are applied in
new and different ways that produce
greater selectivity, clearer tone, simpler
tuning. This new Hammarlund-Roberts
is the united achievement of ten of the
leading radio engineers in the country, all
concentrating on producing the most ad-
vanced and efficient receiver-regardless
of cost.

Circuit Epitomized
Anyone can build the Hammarlund-

Roberts Hi -Q. All the research, the selec-
tion of parts, the exact placing of units,
have been worked out in advance for you.
And you have a receiver that will equal
a set that has more tubes. Simplicity of
design and operation characterize the set.

Here is a receiver of five tubes, which
employs two highly efficient stages of
tuned radio amplification, a non -regenera-
tive detector and two stages of high qual-
ity transformer coupled audio amplifica-
tion, the second stage of which is so ar-
ranged that the new power tubes may
be used.

Tuning has been held down to two
major controls.

Scientific shielding of the radio frequen-
cy units produces a receiver of unusual
selectivity, sensitivity, quality and volume.

Theory of the Hookup
In theory the Hammarlund-Roberts Hi -

Q Receiver is comparatively simple. It
combines the sensitivity and selectivity
of two stages of radio frequency amplifi-
cation with the inherent stability and dis-
tortionless characteristics of a non -regen-
erative detector. While it is admitted that
a regenerative detector provides a con-
siderable degree of radio frequency am-
plification it is well known that amplifica-
tion obtained in this manner has many
drawbacks. Chief among these is the
tendency to cut side bands, a type of tone
distortion which has a very disagreeable
effect when passed on to the loudspeaker.
To,avoid this and other types of regener-

SECOND; R.F.
OR

DETECTOR
TUBE.

TO
"IT+

VAR.
COND.

SECOND R.F. AND
DETECTOR STAGES'

TO

ative troubles without sacrificing sensi-
tivity, the two radio frequency stages
have been designed to insure an extreme-
ly high degree of amplification.

After providing for a high quality audio
output from the detector, a two stage
transformer coupled audio amplifier is
used to step up the signals to loudspeaker
intensity.

Although the receiver has three radio
frequency circuits the tuning controls
have been reduced to two by placing the
second and third variable condensers on
the same shaft. A small compensating
condenser in parallel with the third vari-
able condenser has been provided to com-
pensate for the small difference in cir-
cuit capacity of the third tuning circuit
chiefly due to the detector grid condenser.
This compensator needs no adjustment
after its setting has once been deter-
mined.

The Volume Control
A volume control has been provided

which is exceptionally smooth and gradu-
al, allowing the operator to adjust for a
powerful local or a weak and distant sta-
tion with equal facility. This volume con-
trol is a Carter 10 -ohm rheostat regulat-
ing the filament brilliancy of the two
radio frequency amplifier tubes. To elim-
inate the possibility of applying more
than the rated voltage to the filaments
of these tubes, a 2 -ohm resistance unit is
used in series with the radio frequency
tubes and rheostat. The filaments of the
remaining tubes are held at their proper
operating temperatures by separate Amp-
erites.

Tracing the radio signals, volt-
ages induced in the antenna ground sys-
tem are magnified by the action of the
first stage of radio frequency amplifica-
tion and passed on to the second radio
frequency stage where their intensity is
still further increased.

Shielding Helpful
Since the second radio frequency stage

and the detector stage are shielded, un-
wanted signals are weeded out due to the
filtering action of the three sharply tuned
circuits through which they would have
to pass in order to reach the detector
tube. This shielding also prevents direct
pick-up by the second radio frequency
and detector circuits.

The use of stage shielding also elim-
inates any interaction between circuits,

Expounded
thereby stabilizing the radio frequency
amplifier and greatly increasing its over-
all efficiency.

No shield is necessary oq.the first radio
frequency stage, although the receiver is
designed so that a shield can also be used
for this stage if desired.

The output of the second radio fre-
quency stage, which is a highly amplified
copy of the original signal picked up by
the antenna, is then fed to the non -regen-
erative detector, where it is demodulated
or converted into audible frequencies.
These audio currents, or electric sound
waves, are then further increased in
strength by the two stages of transformer
coupled audio frequency amplification and
passed on to the loudspeaker.

The Radio Side
The two stages of radio frequency am-

plification used in the Hammarlund-Rob-
erts Hi -Q Receiver present some novel
features in the design of the antenna
coupling coil and the interstage radio
frequency transformers. The design of
these coils is based on two fundamental
laws of radio engineering that are as old
as radio itself. The first of these laws
is this: Up to a certain point an increase
in the coupling between two coils affords
an increase in energy transfer and a de-
crease in selectivity. The second law is
this : The energy transfer between two
coils, such as the primary and secondary
of an ordinary radio frequency trans-
former, increases rapidly as the frequency
increases. In other words, the energy
transfer is much greater at high frequen-
cies (short wavelengths) than at low fre-
quencies (long wavelengths), and the
relative selectivity is less at high fre-
quencies and greater at low frequencies.
Conversely, a constant transfer of energyand constant selectivity can be main-
tained by loosening the coupling as the
frequency is increased.

A successful broadcast receiver must
be capable of receiving wavelengths from
200 meters (1500 kc.) up to 545 meters
(550 kc.). This represents two extremes
in frequency corresponding to a range
of about three to one.

These requirements together with the
two laws stated above make it evident
that some means of . variable coupling
must be provided if we are to obtain equal
energy transfer and .selectivity through-
out the broadcast spectrum. Since the trend in modern broadcast receivers is
toward simplicity of tuning, tl.e addition
of variable coupling controls was not ad-
visable.

Therefore, the engineer -designers of
the Hammarlund-Roberts Hi -Q Receiver
developed a radio frequency transformer
in which the coupling between the pri-
mary and secondary coils is automatically
varied by the rotation of its associatedtuning condenser.

This variation in coupling is smooth and
continuous and is accomplished by means
of a cam on the variable condenser shaft.
At the setting of zero on the condenser
dial (which tunes the transformer to a
wavelength slightly below 200 meters) the
coupling between primary and secondary
is minimum.

As the tuning dial is advanced toward
100 the coupling increases gradually until
it reaches maximum when the condenser
dial reads 100, at which time the circuit
is tuned to a wavelength of about 560meters.
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The Antenna less Receiver
Serves Demand for Convenience

[Part I of this article was published last
week, issue of November 27, Part II, the
conclusion, follows.]

By Dr. Louis B. Blan

ASELF-CONTAINED
set is the desire

of nearly every broadcast listener,
and by self-contained set is meant one
which is entirely contained in a single box
without any external appliances whatever.
That means of course that batteries,
speaker and pick-up system should all be
enclosed in the one housing. Whatever
be the desirability of enclosing the loud -

speaker in the same cabinet with the am-
plifier, there is no question about the de-
sirability of enclosing the batteries and
the pick-up system.

Now the pick-up system, whether it be
a loop or an open circuit antenna, is rare-
ly included in the set for obvious reasons.
If a loop is used to pick up the signals,
its dimensions are usually much greater
than those of the cabinet housing the
tuner and the amplifier. It cannot be
included, and therefore an external loop
is employed.

Antenna Theory
The case of the open circuit antenna is

somewhat more favorable from the point
of view of convenience. It is rarely in
the way and it is not unsightly, provided
it has been properly installed and con-
cealed. But there lies the difficulty with
the open circuit antenna. It is very dif-
ficult to install properly in a vast number
of cases, particularly in congested dis-
tricts.

The majority of persons in such places
prefer to use an indoor antenna of the
open circuit type.

It may be installed without climbing
out on a roof, and it is not necessary to
get the landlord's permission to string the
wire. It is, however, necessary in most
cases to get the permission of the lady
of the house. It is entirely against her
ideas of a properly decorated home to
have unsightly wires strung about in the
parlor or living room. It is no more wel-
come in the kitchen. Something must he
done about it if any of the programs are
to be received. They are usually wel-
come, but how can they be received with-
out a loop and without even a small in-
door aerial?

Amplification the Thing
The secret of receiving radio programs

without any of the conventional systems
of pick-up is simply amplification. Every
closed circuit in the set acts as a minia-
ture loop; every lead in the set, every

FIG. 2.
The front panel view of the set. Karas Micrometric dials are used.

FIG. 3.
The rear view of the Antennaless.

wire, acts as a miniature antenna. If
there is enough amplification in the re-
ceiver the energy picked up from the ether
by these miniatures will be sufficient to
operate the receiver satisfactorily. This
applies to weak signals originating at a
great distance as well as to the strong
signals originating in the same towns as
the receiver.

Now a complication will arise if we
attempt to operate a set with the pick-up
both by the coils in the set and by the
leads, that is, by the miniature loops and
by the miniature open antennas. For
stations lying in a certain direction with
relation to the tuning coil the signals will
be fairly strong, but for others they may
be absent altogether, due to aiding or op-
position of the various pick-ups. To avoid
this one of the pick-ups should be mini-
mized, and that may most easily be done
with the coil pick-up simply by shielding
the tuning system, by placing the coils
with their axes vertical, or by placing
them they neutraliz.e each other's pick-
up. It is not necessary to get rid of this
pick-up absolutely, but merely to decrease
it so that it is small in comparison with
the antenna pick-up.

The pick-up of the miniature antenna

FIG. 4.
The top view of the receiver. Note the Benjamin coils, condensers and sockets.

remains for the operation of the set.
What can be done with it to make it op-
erate the set satisfactorily? Amplify the
signal both at radio frequency and at
audio frequency. A suitable circuit for
this purpose was shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 1 last week.

In the grid circuit of the first radio
frequency amplifier of this antennaless
receiver is a radio frequency transformer
of the iron core type. This type is used
because it responds to all the frequencies
in the broadcast band to almost the same
degree. The two windings of this trans-
former are connecting in series aiding by
joining the terminals marked F and B
together. The terminal marked G is con-
nected to the grid of the tube and that
marked P is connected to the minus side
of the A battery. The mid -point on the
iron core transformer may either be con-
nected to the nearest grounded pipe, such
as a radiator, or it may be plugged into
the nearest light socket. In the event the
light socket is used it will be necessary to
employ a device especially designed for
this purpose, in order to protect the re-
ceiver from a short circuit.

In the present Antennaless receiver it
is unnecessary to connect the mid -tap to
either a socket or a grounded pipe unless
distant statipns are to be received. For
the reception of local stations the set is
truly antennaless, as there is adequate am-
plification both at audio and at radio fre-
quency.

The receiver has three radio frequency
amplifiers, a detector, and three audio
frequency stages of a special type. Three
tuned circuits are used in the set to secure
the necessary selectivity, and they accom-
plish this object much more effectively
than an ordinary radio frequency receiver
having three tuned circuits. This is due
to the fact that all the tuned circuits in
this receiver are preceded by a tube
whereas in the ordinary set the first tube
is preceded by an antenna which intro-
duces a high resistance in the first tuner
sod consequently reduces the selectivity
to a great extent.
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Winner's DC Eliminator
By Lewis Winner
Technical Editor; Associate,

Institute of Radio Engineers

1
F you have 110 to 120 volt DC power
lines in your home, then the A and B

eliminator described herein can be used.
Remember this eliminator is for DC only.
The average efficiency is 90%, that is 9
volts output for every 10 volts at the
source. The DC lines have many ad-
vantages in that the unit needed to do
away with batteries is very easy to con-
struct and the cost is very small. Withthe DC line, it is only necessary to em-
ploy a filter system and the proper re-
sistances to step down the voltage for
the A supply or let it alone for the B'
supply, or step it down a hit for AC
supply, and then filter out the hum. With
the AC line, rectifiers must be used, and
this fact accounts for the difference in
cost.

This DC eliminator will supply A current
for sets using from three -99 type to ten
-01A type tubes. This is made possible by
using varied Ward Leonard Vitrohm re-
sistors. B voltages are obtainable from 10
to about 110 volts (depending upon in-
put). Plate currents as high as 100 mil-
liamperes may be obtained also, without
possibility of overloading the eliminator,
or abstracting a hum. All that is neces-
sary to find the proper resistors to use is
the current load for the entire filaments
of all the tubes. Then insert the proper
size of resistances. To find the proper
current consumption, add up the total
drain of all the filaments in amperes. The
filaments must be connected in parallel to
do this. Suppose, you have four -01A's.
The total ampere drain would be 1 amp-
ere, since each of the filaments takes 5/4
ampere. The following table will help
you select the proper resistors to use.

Filament Drain in Amperes
Am -
pers

.75 1 DEB90
1.0 2 DEB90
1.25 2 DEB90
1.5 2 DEB90
1.75 2 DEB90

R2 Amperes RAt R2
1 EBI2.5 2 3 DEB90 1 EBIO
1 EB5 2.25 3 DEB90 1 EB4.25
1 EB6 2.5 3 DEB90 1 EB5
1 EB7 2.75 3 DEB90 1 EB6
1 EBIO 3 3 DEB90 1 EB7

When using -99 type tubes, employ these
data :-For current drains from .42
amperes (wherein seven -99 type or five
-99 and one 120 type are used) to .54
amperes (wherein nine -99 type or seven
-99 and one 120 type are used) use
1 DEB90 as RA1 and 1 EB4.25 as R2. If
it is found that more than .54 amperes is
drawn by -99's, follow the table just given.
These data should be followed closely.
R2, which may be known as the stabiliz-
ing resistance, is very important, in that
it balances the voltage flow. These DEB
and EB resistors are the heart of the A
circuit. They have nothing to do with
the B portion.

As a matter of fact, without using the
choke coil and condenser, fairly good re-
sults were obtained. The resistors step
down the voltage to that of the tubes,
as well as pass the proper amount of
amperes. Where 2 appears before the
RA1 resistors, connect the resistors in
parallel, where 3 appears before the RA1

.5MFD.

FIG. 2
How to connect series condenser between

ground and set.
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The circuit
FIG. 1

diagram of the eliminator.

LIST OF PARTS
C Ch-One Shore power choke, typeSCA.
Ll-One Shore 30 Henry, 50 milliam-

pere choke coil, type SC50 or One Shore
30 Henry, 100 milliampere choke coil,type SC100.

RA1-Ward-Leonard Vitrohm Resistors
(see text).

R2-Ward-Leonard Vitrohm Resistor(see text).
R3, R4, R5, R6-Ward-Leonard Vitrohm

Resistor Kit (see text).
Cl-One Tobe 4 mfd. fixed condenser.
C2, C3-Two Tobe 2 mfd. fixed con-

densers.
C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9-Six Tobe .5 mfd.

fixed condensers (see text).
F1, F2-Two 5 ampere fuses.
S-One indicating snap switch.
One double pole fuse block.
Three porcelain receptacles.
One extension cord and plug (cord

about 10 feet).
Four mounting feet.
Binding posts (exact number depends

upon number of individual voltages de-
sired).

One brass angle for mounting DEB90's.
Mounting base.
Wire, solder, screws, nuts, bolts, etc.

resistors, connect the three in parallel. It
will be noted that although there is not
much of a change in the type of larger
resistor (DEB), there is a greater change
in the value of balancing resistance (EB).
These data on the resistors are given in
detail, due to their great importance in the
A circuit. The condenser, Cl, is a 4 mfd.
type.

The choke coil in this circuit is of a
heavy duty type and is known as a cur-
ernt choke because it has to pass quite
a large amount of current. For the in-
formation of those who wish to construct
this, there are 250 turns of No. 16 double
cotton covered wire, wound on an outer
closed core, 2.34 x 3/4". Each lamina-
tion is 1% x 'A". Full details as to the
actual placing of the laminations may be
obtained from my article in the Dec. 19,
1925 issue of Radio World. The wire is
much heavier than usually used for the B
eliminator choke, due to the high current
capacity. It is therefore quite a bulky
job, so don't get frightened when by the
time yotf have reached half way quite a
massive choke has been formed, because
when completed it will look about twice
the size of the other B chokes. Care
should be taken to properly insulate the
windings from the core. Also see that
the insulation of the windings is not
scraped off, so that no short exists any-
where. This can be wholly avoided, if
the wire is put on slowly and evenly.

Now as to the B eliminator, which con-
sists of the chokes, condensers .and resist-
ors serving to reduce the voltage for

at/

-A-

÷

the B output. Ll is the choke coil and is
the ordinary 30 henry B type. Either a
100 milliampere or 50 milliampere carry-
ing capacity type of the above mentioned
number of henrys may be used. Thegreater the load, the heavier the wire.
No. 32 is used for the 50 milliampere,
while No. 26 is used for the 100 milliam-pere choke. In both cases, the enameled
wire type of wire is used. The cross sec-
tion and outer core dimensions of the
core are the sane as for the A choke. C2
and C3 are both 2 mfd. fixed condensers.

The Vitrohm Resistors
Now as to the output where the Vi-trohm Resistor Kit is used. These areresistances used to give a variety of fixed

voltages on the ouput. From a terminalof each resistor to the A minus a .5mfd. or 1 mfd. fixed condenser is
connected (C4, C5 and C6, C7, C8, etc.),according to the number of voltages de-sired. This applies to the resistances used,also; e.g., R3, R4, R5, etc.

The resistances used in both the A andB portion are of a novel construction anddeserve discussion. They are made by
the Ward Leonard Electric Co. Over aquarter a century ago H. Ward Leonard- developed an embedded resistor, now soprominently used. These resistors are
vitreous enameled. 'There is no dead air
space between the resistive material andthe surrounding insulating material to in-
terfere with the rapid conduction of heatfrom the wires to the surfaces of the re-sistor. In this way heat is rapidly con-ducted away from the resistive conduct-ors to the surface of the surroundingmedium.

The resistance units are made by wind-
ing a special resistance wire of practically
zero temperature co -efficient of resistivity
on a porcelain like body. This unit is then
coated with a powdered glassy enamel and
fired at red heat. This results in a re-
sistor unit covered with a vitreous enamel
coating, which is fused tightly to the wireand to the tubing. The unit therefore is
a solidified mass with no air pockets be-
tween the materials to retard the rapid
conduction of heat from the wire to the
vitreous enamel. This specific construc-
tion insures the rapid conduction of heatfrom the wire to the vitreous enamel.
Therefore, the entire surface of the unit
is available for emitting heat energy,
instead of merely the surface of the wire.
This solidified feature increases the v/att
capacity of. the unit.

Casing Is Airtight

Upon close examination of the joints it
will be noted that the enamel completely
surrounds them in air tight casing, which
prevents corrosion and loosening of parts.
The joints between the resistance wire and
the terminal leads are made under high
pressure, when the parts are clean and
bright. The vitreous enamel used is
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How to Drop Voltages
known for its perfect insulating material
characteristics, also its acid and moisture
proof resistive qualities. During the
process of enameling, the resistance wire
is subjected to a maintained red heat.

In order to live through this enameling
process, the resistance wire must be of a
very high grade and the fact that this
wire survives this treatment proves that
the resistance of a unit will not change
in service due to molecular variations and
aging. This enamel coating is also a pro-
tective coating for the wire and is chem-
ically inert with respect to the wire, even
at the highest temperatures. The wire is
held in place without any mechanical
strain and no strains can be set up by
heating or cooling, as the wire and the
vitreous enamel expand and contract to-
gether.

Values of Resistors
The units used in the B eliminator por-

tion have a continuous duty rating of. 20
watts. The DEB units used in the A por-
tion have a continuous duty rating of 200
watts, while the EB units have a rating
of 60 watts. The resistances in the Ni-
trOln Kit may be hooked up for various
voltages by combining the sets of units.
TO drop from 110 to 90, use a 5000 ohm
unit. To drop from 90 volts to 70 volts
use a 1500 ohm unit. To drop from 70
volts to 60 volts use a 5000 ohm unit. To
drop from 60 volts to 45 volts use a 1500
ohm unit. To drop from 45 volts to 30
volts use a 3000 ohm unit. To drop from
311 volts to 22 use a 750 ohm unit. To
drop from 22 volts to nearly zero, use a
3000 ohm unit. These units are all con-
nected in series.

The photograph shows very clearly the
method of placing the parts. Two sockets
for holding the large DEB90 units are
mounted on an angle iron, 5" high, with
a %" bend and about 2" wide. The other
units are mounted flush on a piece of
bakelite, wood, or sheet iron, about 9"
wide and 13" long. Wooden feet are
mounted on the bottom of the base, to
prevent scratching. When wiring up, use

L

FIG. 3
How to place parts is clearly shown in the above photo.

mounted in stack style.

heavy No. 14 rubber covered wire all the
way through. The units become warm
enough to warp wood, if placed within
very close bounds. Therefore if this unit
is placed in a console, drill holes in back
for ventilation.

There are several precautions which
should be taken when connecting up the
unit. Be sure to place a .5 mfd. fixed
condenser in series with your present
ground lead. This is done easily, by
breaking the ground lead and inserting
the condenser between the resultant leads.

Co are the condensers

The B minus is automatically connected
to the A minus post in the eliminator.
Therefore no attempt should be made to
do this in the set.

Never connect the eliminator to the set
unless each and every tube is in its proper
socket since there is a chance of one tube
receiving a higher filament voltage due to
the surge, when any one tube is taken out.
This is, in turn, due to the fact that the
balancing resistor, R2, prevents the
voltage from rising to more than 14 volts,
under no load.

Inductive Bridge Balances Set

+/7-13
THE ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC diagram of the Alden-Somerbridge receiver, described in the Oct. 30 and Nov. 6 issues ofRADIO WORLD. The radio frequency choke coil in the untuned antenna stage, permits reception of stations over the entirewaveband. This allows accurate logging of stations on the other dials, regardless of antenna size, since the capacity of the an-tenna has no effect. By using a specially designed inductance bridge in the grid -plate circuits of the RF portion, the undesirable -excess energy from the plate circuits is balanced out, allowing uniform amplification over the entire band. The feedback through.the inherent capacities of the tube are, prevented by a small coil in the grid circuit, which is in mutual inductance to the output

inductance of each tube.
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GERMAN RADIO TAKES TO ROAD

(Herbert Photos.)
A SHIELDED transmitter and receiver in a sidecar is the latest radio novelty

in Germany.

(Harold Stein)
THE craze for the Black Bottom is so

strong in Greenwich Village that the
stamping is broadcast. Elaine Arden is

the graceful girl.

HERE is an actual photograph of aer-al
leadin. Notice the broken wire. The
fabric of the covering keeps the line
mechanically intact, but the broken elec-
trical lead makes the set in operative. A
leadin strip or tube should have been
used, thus preventing the wire from rub-

bing against the stone sill.

(Herbert Photos.)
A SEVEN -TUBE Super -Heterodyne
is the pride of Wei Yoh Wu, Chinese
electrical engineer of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The tuning is readable in wavelengths
and kilocycles. The scale is oblong.

TWO KINDS Of

(Underwood & Underwood.)
TEACHING art over the radio, with
Walt Kuhn's newest effort. Sketchir

when

(Hayden)
QUALITY of reproduction often can
greatly improved by placing a fixed ca
denser, using capacities up to .1 ml

across the speaker terminals. This c
be easily accomplished by the use

double spring connectors.

(Hayden)
AN ORDINARY battery cable suppli
with spade connectors does not alwa
make good contact with spring clips
batteries, since the stamped out metal
so thin. A good plan is to fold 13"n
over, making a double thickness of met
and slipping this reconverted spade in t

contact.
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CUDIO IN ONE

nt but living model belide the mike, is
the subject of the lesson he delivered

raphed.

DON'T use a toy screw driver or screw
driver so very small that it is easily
twisted out of shape by large screw

heads. Use proper tools.

(1Tayden)
PLACING rubber tape on the ent're
length of long screw driver will prevent
many blowouts, if the finished product is
inserted in a set during a trouble shooting
campaign. Short circuiting is avoided,

MEN HIGHER UP DISCOVERED

(Underwood & Underwood.)
STEEPLEJACKS working on the radio tower on the roof of the new Park
Central Hotel, Fifty-fifth Street and Seventh Avenue, New York, where WPCH

will be.

(International Newsreel)
IMITATION of a train-the Midnight Express at WGY-is done as shown.
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A THOUGHT FOR THE
WEEK

RADIO is said to be still in its
infancy, which, though

bromidic, may be perfectly true.
Naturally, however, one wonders
what size collar the youngster
will wear when it really grows up.
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Many Petition
For Broadcasting
Reichstag Debates

BERLIN
So that the public may know what goes

on during the parliamentary sessions,
Paul Loebe, Reichstag President, has
been petitioned by many radio fans to
allow the broadcasting of the sessions.
By sending out the speeches there would
be no interfering with the regulation for-
bidding the use of Government -controlled
radio stations for political propaganda by
any of the parties. It has been said that
if the radio was used parliamentary law
would be eliminated.

Recently, during the sessions of the
Prussian Diet, when the question of
Prussia's settlement with the Hohenzol-
lerns was argued and voted upon, a great
tumult was created by the Communists,
and it was necessary to clear the galleries
and press benches.

AN AUDIENCE

WITH A TALK

Sam Pickard Sets Forth
Rules Based on Success-
ful Broadcasts of Farm-
ing Facts-Must Sense
Questions and Speak in
Answer to Them

The technique of preparing radio copy
is one of the fine points in winning and
holding the appreciation of radio audi-
ences, according to Sam Pickard, chief of
the radio service, United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Certain rules ob-
served by his radio writers in preparing
the copy for the department's twenty-
two weekly educational programs are re-
sponsible, he believes, for the favorable
reception of these programs. That they
are well received is evidenced by the
thousands of letters and telegrams re-
ceived daily from listeners in every, sec-
tion of the country, and by the enthu-
siastic endorsement given the program
material by radio station managers.

Every department radio program is
given a severe test to determine its suita-
bility for broadcasting purposes, says Mr.
Pickard. To this end all material must
have practical application. It must be
timely, concise, and of general interest.

Talk With Teeth in It
"The subject matter," he says, "must

have teeth in it-real punch in the form
of fresh, new, helpful information. The
program maker dare not bore his audi-
ence with restatement of old facts. He
must sense the questions his audience
may be asking, and without waste of
words or attempt at oratory, supply the
information in a straight -to -the -point fa-
shion. The informaion must be clearly
and interestingly presented. Every fact
must be dramatized to the fullest extent
-be prepared with a friendly tone and
ring true when spoken. All scientific
terms and difficult words are eliminated in
the department programs.

"The radio program maker edits both
with his ears and his eyes to determine
whether the copy 'speaks smoothly.' He
reads it aloud to test its 'ear quality,' for
words and sentences easily read may
sound awkward when- spoken. Difficult
consonants are avoided. Construction is
simplified. It is the listener's ear, not
his eye, that must be made to register.
He must be made to feel that he is being
'talked to' or 'visited with,' rather than
'lectured at.' There must be dignity in
the program. Cleverness must be gen-
uine.'

Pleasant Voice Needed

Rut all these efforts are of no avail,
concludes Mr. Pickard, unless the voice
at the microphone is pleasant, friendly,
and effective. The microphone artist
must show genuine interest in his audi-
ence and in his subject matter.

Commenting further on educational
programs, he says the best time of day for
such features is a matter on which opin-
ions differ.

ardme Hopes
To Reach Every

Farmer by Air
The world's largest user of radio for in-

formational purposes is the United States
Department of Agriculture. 'Its daily edu-
cational programs of a half-hour or more
broadcast from 100 stations, together with
the market news service and weather fore-
casts, make up a grand total of hours on
the air not approached by any other sin-
gle user of radio for non -entertainment
purposes.

Already radio has definitely proved its
effectiveness as a supplemental agency in
spreading the department's educatiOnal
matter. That the programs are success-
fully holding their own in dial competi-
tion is evidenced by the thousands of
letters flowing daily into the radio service
office. Stations express their own appre-
ciation of the Government services and
that of their audiences as well. Farmers.
who ordinarily find little time or inclina-
tion for correspondence, write many let-
ters of appreciation and commendation.

He's a Pioneer
Secretary Jardine, himself a pioneer in

the broadcasting of farm programs in
Kansas, back in the radio dark ages four
years ago, believes that within a few years
it will be possible for the Deprtment of
Agriculture to have the attentive ear of
almost every farmer in the United States.
A potential million are being reached daily
at the present time.

Agriculture can be placed in a strong
and secure position through regular and
careful guidance by radio, in the opinion
of Secretary Jardine. Hitherto, he says,
agricultural interests have suffered hard-
ships, directly traceable to lack of unity
in thought and action. Radio, he believes,
as an added means of distribution of in -
information, is bringing them together.
Day by day, each farmer and each group
receives the same counsel. Gradually, all
agricultural interests can be expected to
share more equally correct knowledge of
production and marketing principles, thus
mobilizing their strength.

Prospects Good
The possibilities for constructive or-

ganizaton and concerted action, the Sec-
retary believes, were never so good be-
fore the advent of the radio. He main-
tains that for farmers radio has ceased
to be a novelty and has become an im-
portant utility.

Curves Are Used
For Placing Mike

To facilitate the broadcasting of pro-
grams from points outside the studio,
KDKA maintains a corps of engineers
who determine the acoustics of the -pro-
gram room beforehand and place the mi-
crophones for greatest audibility.

Since there are between 40 and 50
places on their itinerary from which pro-
grams will be picked up from time to
time, the engineers have greatly simpli-
fied the work of adjusting and equalizing
the relay circuit to the transmitting sta-
tion by plotting curves of characteristics
for each installation.

Whenever a speech, concert or meeting
is to be broadcast from a regular pick-up
station, the engineers refer to their charts,
and know immediately where the mikes
should be placed and how to compensate
the circuit for stray currents, local dis-
turbances and reactance.
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SCIENTISTS SEEK
TO HARNESS SUN

Rely on Penetrating the Mysteries of Photoelectric Cell,
the Principle Governing Radio, to

Capitalize Solar Rays

Scientists may harness the sun when
they know more about photoelectricity,
the principle governing radio, Dr. Herbert
E. Ives of the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, New York, declares in a research
report to the Engineering Foundation.

"May we look to photoelectricity for
direct conversion of the sun's radiation
into electrical energy for industrial pur-
poses?" asks Dr. Ives. "As yet efficiency
is so low as to offer no immediate prom-
ise.

"It is probable that the utilization of
the sun's radiated energy by vegetation
is primarily induced by photoelectric re-
sponse. We may, by advancement in
knowledge -of photoelectricity, master ul-
timately the utilization of solar radiation,
though we may have to resort to the
indirect method of nature."

Hertz's Foundation
Heinrich Hertz laid the foundations of

modern radio, according to Mr. Ives.
"Hertz produced electromagnetic waves
by causing sparks to pass between sep-
arated metal electrodes in air," he ex-
plains.

"In 1887, he observed curious irregu-
larities. With all electrical conditions the
same, the sparks would sometimes pass
easily, at other times not at all. This be-
havior excited his curiosity. He sought
for its cause, and discovered that when
light was falling on the electrodes the
sparks passed most easily.

"Ultra -violet light, such as the light
from another spark, was most effective,
as shown by the great decrease in influ-
ence when a clear plate of glass was in-
terposed.

"Other experimenters soon found that
the effect of light- on a metal electrode
was to make it require a positive charge,
or lose a negative charge. Later, after
J. J. Thomson had discovered the electron,
it became clear that when a metal is il-
luminated it gives off electrons.

Lenard's Discovery
"Lenard, pupil of Hertz, who first sys-

tematically studied photoelectric effect,
found a peculiar characteristic of the
emitted electrons, which has kept the
greatest minds in physics guessing.

"He found that the number of electrons
emitted was proportional to intensity of
illumination, as one would expect, but the
energy with which they were emitted was
quite independent of the intensity of the
light, depending merely on its frequency,
or color.

"Whether we get our light from an
arc lamp a foot away, or from a candle
a mile way, or front a star ten light years
away, the electrons shoot out from the
illuminated surface with the same initial
energy-that is, the metal plate must be
charged to the same positive potential
to prevent their escape.

The Shot Upward
"Sir William Bragg has pictured the

phenomenon as follows: Suppose a plank
dropped from a ship at sea. Waves
would spread outward, ever diminishing

in height. Another ship would intercept
a minute section of the wave front. In-
stantly a plank would be exploded from
the side of this ship, and fly to the height
from which the original plank fell.

"To explain this extraordinary effect,
Einstein formulated his first revolution-
ary physical theory, of light quanta.
Light, said Einstein, consists not of elec-
tromagnetic waves in the ether of uni-
form intensity along their whole fronts,
but of bundles of energy. The wave front
is 'speckled.'

"This quantum is the same quantum of
energy turning up wherever radiation and
matter interact. There is no doubt of its
reality, and of its importance in the ex-
planation of the physical universe.

"Practical applications center around
the development of highly sensitive photo-
electric cells. Best conditions are ob-
tained by putting the metal in a glass or
quartz enclosure, and controlling both the
kind of atmosphere and its pressure.

The Photoelectric Cell
"The typical photoelectric cell is a glass

bulb, with one electrode, the cathode, usu-
ally a layer of alkali metal on the inner
surface, with a wire leading out through
the glass, and another electrode, the
anode, a loop of wire, likewise carried out.

"Connect these two wires through a
galvanometer and let light shine in the
bulb; the galvanometer will show electric
current flowing. The current starts and
stops instantaneously; it is proportional
to the illumination.

"It is quite small, but with proper in-
struments, it may be used to measure

'light from such faint objects as sixth
magnitude stars. In electrical transmis-
sion of pictures, photoelectric cells do
exactly what is required. They trans-
form the light and shade of a picture, as
traced by a tiny beam of light, into an
electric current, varying exactly with the
picture values, and without lag or dis-
tortion.

"To be used, some means had to be
found to increase the minute photoelec-
tric currents for transmission over tele-
phone or other lines. This has in recent
years been made possible by development
of the thermionic vacuum tube."

Circuits Surround
the Walls of KDKA

More than a score of electrical cir-
cuits encircle the walls of KDKA. They
are composed of a citizen different kinds
and sizes of wire. Through them the
microphone plugs are connected, so that
mikes can be cut in at almost any point
in the room; electric lights are controlled.;
signal lights are operated, indicating start
or stop to a speaker or player, and com-
munication held with the station operator,
warning him when to cut the mikes in
and out. The work of wiring KDKA re-
quired nearly five months.

CHALK TEMPLATE

(Hayden)
RUBBING white chalk on the mount-
ing lugs of a variable condenser makes
it easy to locate the mounting holes,
when a template is not available.
Drill the hole for the center shaft,
press the condenser against the panel

and the white mark will result.

Music Broadcast
From Fast "Plane

is Retransmitted
A three-piece orchestra broadcast a

short musical program from WCCO, one
recent afternoon, while flying over Min-
neapolis -St. Paul, in a Simpson Detroit
cabin air mail plane piloted by Charles
"Speed" Holman. The first number
played was "Breezin' Along With the
Breeze," which in this case was about
100 miles an hour.

Besides the pilot, the plane carried
Hugh McCartney, WCCO operator, who
handled the set in the plane and acted as
announcer, Harry Schaefer, banjoist, Har-
old Smith, saxophone player, and Joseph
Peyer, violinist. With the exception of
the saxophone player losing his wind
power when the plane dipped and a little
fading as the ship turned in the air, the
program came through in very good
shape.

The broadcast was handled by means
of a 40 -meter transmitter installed in the
plane. The waves from this were picked
up by a short wave receiving set installed
in the House of Hope Church, Saint Paul,
where WCCO has remote control wires.
From there the broadcast was sent over
the wire to WCCO's 5,000 -watt transmitter
at Anoka, where it went on the air.

Prior to this flight, Waldo Grover, an-
other operator at WCCO, made a test
with the plane, and after playing "The
Prisoner's Song" on his harmonica, de-
cided it was safe for the orchestra to go
on.

Holman acted as pilot of the plane
when the aviator who was to have piloted
the plane failed to show up. Holman had
just arrived with the air mail from Chi-
cago.

Sayres Is Promoted
Grant & Wadsworth, Inc., New York

advertising agency and creative merchan-
disers, announce the election of Ralph A.
Sayres as Vice -President. Mr. Sayres is
devoting his entire time to the radio and
its accessories, in which line he is a lead-
ing trade analyist and counsel.
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RADIO STRESSED
BY SIGNAL CORPS

Saltzman, in Annual Report, Cites Work on High
Frequencies as Evidencing Keeping Abreast or

Ahead of Commercial Work

Mai. Gen. C. McK. Saltzman, Chief
Signal Officer of the Army, in his annual
report to the Secretary of War, lists the
accomplishments of his branch of the Army
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1926.

Among these he includes developments
in radio comunication, in which, he says, the
Signal Crops has not only kept pace with
commercial advances, but has led in many
important phases. Radio apparatus de-
veloped by the Signal Corps sent a message
on short wavelengths from the Philippines
to Washington. The radio beacon, which
guides airships 200 miles away, has added
to the safety of aviation, General Saltzman
points out, and these and other advances
have been originated or materially aided by -
work of the Signal Corps. The report
follows in part:

(Henry Miller)
MAJOR GENERAL Charles McK.

Saltzman testing a type of receiver to be
installed at army posts.

For many years past the Signal Corps
has felt a keen interest in the amateur
radio operators of the country. These
enthusiasts have many times aroused the
admiration of the nation by their contri-
bution to radio development and research,
by the tremendous distances they have
frequently bridged, using their low -pow-
ered, inexpensive, home -built sets, and by
the devotion they have displayed in
transmitting important information when
normal channels of communication have
been destroyed by flood, storm, fire or
wind.

It was felt that a closer association
would be mutually advantageous to the
amateur operator and to the Signal
Corps. Through the hearty cooperation
of the American Radio Relay League and
'the unceasing efforts of the Corps area
commanders and the signal officers, close
and cordial affiliations with the amateur
operators have been established. As a
result there has been opened up a new
and vast network of radio channels of
communication which will be of great
potential value in time of emergency.

And there has been made available to
the Signal Corps a large reservoir of radio
operators who will have received most
valuable training in time of peace and
who can be more quickly adapted to mili-
tary needs in time of emergency. It is
believed that the establishment of such
close contact with the radio amateur is a
real step toward a better national pre-
paredness.

One of the most useful constructive
services rendered the country by the Sig-
nal Corps during the year has been the
training of young men in technical occu-
pations. During their Signal Corps serv-
ice these young men become competent
radio, telegraph or cable operators, or ac-
quire proficiency in installation, opera-
tion, and maintenance of telephone
equipment or other communication ap-
paratus. This training is a tangible as-
set to the country because, aside from its
military value, it is useful and lucrative
to them in future commercial profes-
sions.

Money Saved
The savings of the Signal Corps dur-

ing the fiscal year amounted to nearly
one -fifth of its appropriation. During
the year the Signal Corps was the re-
cipient of appropriations amounting to
$2,259,446. It turned into the Treasury
of the United States the sum of $325,-
349.37 and made, in addition, a saving of
not less than $136,485.11 on the 290,405
dispatches sent over Signal Corps com-
munication nets for various departments
of the Government.

The most important duty of the Signal
Corps is that of providing suitable means
of signal communication for the Army.
The advance in the art of communica-
tion has been most rapid during recent
years, and each year has brought forth
certain outstanding developments and ac-
complishments.

The past year has been no exception
as exemplified by the development of a
short wave, high frequency transmission
and reception in radio, the use of carrier
currents on wire lines, and so on through
a long list of achievements.

The Signal Corps has not only kept
pace with commercial developments, but
leads in many important phases, having
turned over to the commercial field many
ideas of great benefit to the communica-
tion system of the nation.

Another outstanding accomplishment
in useful and constructive work has been
the research work of the Signal Corps
in the development and improvement of
communication apparatus. This operates
as a contribution to the public as well as
to the Army. In this work might be
mentioned the progress made towards the
utilization of short waves, or high fre-
quency, of radio transmission and recep-
tion.

Beacons Guide 'Planes
The Signal Corps, in close cooperation

with the Navy and civil authorities has
been in the forefront of this development.
A noteworthy example of what can be
done with a very small short wave im-
provised radio set was the transmission
of dispatches from the Philippine Islands
to Washington, D. C.

It must not, however, be concluded that
the deVelopment of high frequency radio
sets is completed. It is difficult to say at
this time how far the use of short wave
sets will go and how they can replace or
will form only an adjunct to the present
types of radio apparatus.

VERSATILE LOCK

(Hayden)
IF an ordinary door lock is fitted to the -
back of the cabinet or in some other
place, and suitably connected in the line
of the battery supply, with a piece of
metal bent and connected in the circuit
as shown in the photograph, an A battery
lock results that can be either closed or
opened to complete the circuit. The bar

on the lock slides on both sides.

AUDIO TESTER
(Concluded from page 9)

The two oscillators and the receiver can
be located in one cabinet. If it is so
desired only the two oscillators need be
in one cabinet, the receiver being a sep-
arate unit, since by the substitution of
the tuning inductances the receiver can
be utilized for regular reception. In this
case it will be necessary always to adjust
critically when employing the receiver for
the reception of the beat note.

To preclude the possibility of erroneous
tuning and discrepancy in the beat note
frequency, the receiver should be
herent part of the, complete system; once
it is adjusted to the frequency of oscil-
lator number 1, it should remain constant
at that adjustment. Since the location of
the oscillator coils with respect to each
other governs the intensity of the beat
note, as picked up by the receiver, it is
important that the oscillator coils be close -
to each other. But in this respect it is
also necessary to observe precautions so
that the proximity of the coils will not
affect the tuning of the indivdual circuits.
The same applies to the location of the
receiver inductance with respect to the
oscillator coils.

In Fig. 2 are shown two methods of ap-
plying the audio frequency signals from
the receiver amplifier to any sources de-
sired, such as audio amplifiers under test,
capacity or inductance bridges, etc.

The use of the audio oscillator with
bridge measurement deyices provides a
combination of great utility and conven-
ience, as it will permit bridge measure-
ments at various audio frequencies.

List of Parts
Three 500 turn honeycomb coils.
Two 300 turn honeycomb coils.
Three .001 mfd. variable condensers.
One 100 henry choke.
One .00005 mfd. vernier condenser.
Five sockets (type governed by tubes

used.)
Four Amperites. (One for each oscil-

lator; one for the detector and one for
the two audio amplifiers.)

Three .1 bypass condensers.
One .0003 mfd. grid condenser and 3

meg grid leak
Two .1 megobm coupling resistors.
Two .5 megolim grid leaks.
Two 1 mfd fixed coupling condensers.
Two 1 mfd. fixed coupling condenser.
Baseboards or panels, connecting wire,

etc.
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BUILD YOUR SET WITH KARAS PARTS
They will make it work better-look finer-last longer

GET the very utmost efficiency out of the radio set you build by using Karas Parts. Have it as fine in ap-
pearance as any factory -built set ever made. Build it of parts that will give years of trouble -free service.
To accomplish this three -fold aim USE KARAS PARTS. No matter what circuit you use, Karas Parts

will improve the results you may expect from your receiver. Thousands of enthusiastic Karas users have told us
what these famous parts accomplished for them. Use these parts in your set and they will give YOU the same
gratifying results.

KARAS EQUAMATIC
INDUCTANCE COILS

A revolutionary development in the design of
a scientific inductance that was perfected by
Karas especially for the Equamatic System.
When these coils are used with the Karas
Special 17 Plate Variable Condenser in the
Equamatic Receiver the radio frequency
tubes operate at their highest possible peak
of efficiency-just below the oscillation point-
because there is an absolutely constant and
equal transfer of energy between the primary
and secondary inductances at every wave
length setting of the dials. THIS HAD
NEVER BEFORE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED.
No other receiver does it today. The Equa-
matic System is the only circuit in existence
which gives this remarkable efficiency.
Karas Equamatic Inductance Coils are made
of Bakelite. The 2.4 inch secondary has a
slotted bracket which is mounted on the sub -
panel and which may be adjusted for tight or
loose coupling or turned about the spring clip
to give any desired rate of coupling. The 2
inch primary coil is designed to mount on
the extended shaft of the Special Karas Con-
denser, and it, too, may be adjusted to the
precise angle for .most efficient operation.
These two coils are entirely separated from
each other.
The Equamatic System does away with all
looser methods-is wonderfully selective-has
tremendous volume --and great clearness.
Three Karat Equamatic Inductance Coils are
packed in a box with a complete manual of
simple diagrams and full instructions fot
building the Karas Equamatic 5 -tube Sensa
tion. Included with the coils are all necessary
nuts, screws and binding posts for assembling
the entire receiver. Price, set of three coils,
$12.00.

ArtAS ELECTRIC
CO.

'Camo cc

KARAS EQ ATIC RETARD
COILS

So efficient is the Karas Equamatic Circuit
that when used with present day radio tubes
it becomes necessary to place a small retard
coil in the grid circuit. This compact coil
contains 50 turns of No. 36 wire on a V4'tick laminated iron core housed in a brass
shield. T,so of these coils are required in the
Equamatic System. Price, each, $1.00.

KAKAS EQUAMATIC SUBPANEL
BRACKETS

These bracket, make it possible to center
the primary coils exactly within the secondary
coils in the Equamatic Receiver inductances,
and also to have the pivot of the adjustable
primary directly above the spring clip of the
secondary-two important details in the con-
struction of the Equamatic. Three of these
brackets are required. Price, sot of three
brackets, 70c.

Better Results Because Karas
Parts Are Precision Built

Throughout
There is no secret about the reason for better re-
ception when Karas Parts are used. EVERY KARAS
PRODUCTS IS BUILT WITH THE SAME PRE-
CISION AS A HIGH GRADE WATCH. We work
within ten -thousandths of an inch where others
consider hundredths of an inch close enough. We
never place a Karas Part on the market until it has
been given thousands of tests, under actual conditions
found in building radio receiving sets. Down to the
last minute detail Karas Parts are engineered in
strict accordance with the very highest requirements
of the latest and most scientific radio knowledge.
Koran Parts are the finest you can possibly secure.
They are well worth their slight extra cost because
of their superb quality.

KARAS HARMONIK
ALL STAGE RATIO

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

Every tone-every shade of tone-every vital
harmonic-every overtone-is amplified with
greatest volume and unvarying clearness by
Karas Harmonik Audio Frequency Trans-
formers. We designed these transformers
to combine the greatest possible VOLUME
with maximum clearness. Result: When
Karas Harmoniks are used there is no
muffling of words or sounds-no distorted
tones-just clear, pure, sweet, natural re-

 production with surpassing volume.

Karas Harmoniks are all stage ratio trans-
formers. They have extremely low losses,
high impedance and minimum distributed
capacity. Many thousands of turns of wire
finer than a human hair is wound on the
large, iron core to insure high inductance
and ample magnetic field for influencing the
secondary windings. Karas Harmoniks have
a controlled air gap which gives an extremely
high amplification of low frequency funda-
mental harmonics. They are scientifically
shielded, perfectly matched, and will out-
perform any other audio transformers ever
made. Price, each, $7.00.

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.

1149 Association Bldg.

CHICAGO.

All Good Dealers Everywhere

Handle Karas Parts

We have made it possible for every radio set builderto secure Karas Parts easily and quickly. These
parts have national distribution. They may be se-
cured from all good radio dealers everywhere._ How-
ever, there are times when the demand for Karas
parts for popular circuits depletes some dealers'stocks, with the result that your particular dealer
may be out of certain items you need. If you arein a hurry and do not wish to wait until your
dealer secures a new stock from his jobber you may
order direct from us, if you wish to do so. Simply
fill out and mail the coupon below, telling us which
parts you need, and we will send these to you by
mail. SEND NO MONEY. Just hand the postman
the price of the parts plus a few cents postage,

K AR AS ORTHOMETRIC
STRAIGHT FREQUENCY LINE

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Called by experts the most perfect variable condensers ever pro.ducecl. They possess features you will recognize as vital in con-denser design. First, Karas Orthometrics have no measurablelosses. Their resistance cannot even be ascertained by the mostdelicate instruments. As Karas dielectrics are made of hardrubber and placed well outside of the effective electrostatic field,absorption losses are done away with.
Second, Karas Orthometrics are absolutely straight frequencyline condensers. The "curve" of a Karas Condenser is a per-fectly straight line at every wave length setting of the dial.This result is accomplished by the scientific eccentric form andposition of Karas githometric Rotor Plates. There is a uniformseparation of all adjoining wavelengths by equal distances onthe dial. Every station is equally separated from its nearestneighbor in either direction by a ten kilocycle spacing-onedivision of the dial.
Result: NO CROWDING whatever of stations at ANY part ofthe broadcast waveband.
Karas Orthometrics are of highest possible efficiency both elec-trically and mechanically. Die -stamped high quality brassframes and plates are used, both rotor and stator plates beingsoldered at every point of contact. Rotor plates and frame aregrounded eliminating body capacity effect. Scientific conebearings allow rotor plates to turn easily and smoothly, yethold the shaft firmly and in perfect alignment.

Sizes and Prices
23 plates, .0005 mfd. capacity $7.0017 plates, .00037 mfd. capacity 6.75Special 17 plates for Equamatic 7.0011 plates .00025 mfd. capacity 6.507 plates .00014 mfd. capacity 6.505 plates .0001 mfd. capacity 6.50

li..tisiacRiPi. rAtZto rah

KARAS
ORTHO-
METRIC

Variable
Condensers

FOR THE DX GETTING 5 -TUBE SET DE-
SCRIBED BY CAPT. O'ROURKE IN THIS ISSUE
YOU WILL REQUIRE ALL OF THESE KARAS

PARTS EXCEPT TRANSFORMERS.

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.,
1149 Association Building, Chicago

Please send mo the following Icarus Products, for whichscree to par Pestenn S upon delivery. plus postage
( ) Set et 3 Karns &unmade Inductance Coils, $12.00.

Kam Audio Frequency Transformers, each, $7.00.
Karas Orthometrie Condensers, as follows:

( 23 Plato ( ) 17 Plato ( ) Special 17 Plate
( ) 11 Plate ( 7 Plate ( ) 5 Plate

Karas Inquametie Retard Coils, each, $1.00.
Karns Equanistle Subpanel Brackets, sot of three, 70c.

Name

Address

City State
(if cash accompanies order we will ship postpaid.)- - - - -----
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Radio University
When writing for information give your Radio

A FREE Question !find An-
fl.swer Department con-
ducted by RADIO WORLD
for its yearly subscribers
only, by its staff of Experts.
Address Radio University,
RADIO WORLD, 145 West
45th St., New York City.

University subscription number.
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FIG. 478
The circuit diagram of the tuned RF and detector unit requested by Thomas

Rougher

To
NAP

I HAVE three tuned radio frequency
transformers, which have 10 turn primar-
ies and 73 turn secondaries, wound on
21/2 -inch diameter tubings with No. 22
double cotton covered wire. I would like
to place these in a tuned RF and non -
regenerative detector unit, with no audio
amplification. Can I have the circuit dia-
gram of such a unit, using ballast re-
sisters to control each of the filaments
of the RF tubes and a rheostat to control
the filament of the detector tube? Please
state what capacity condensers these coils
are to be used with, also the size of the
cabinet to house the unit and how to
place the coils. I am going to use -01A
'tubes throughout.-Thomas Rougher,
Newark, N. -J.

Fig. 478 shows the circuit diagram of
such a unit with the requirements you
request. The coils you have are for vari-
able condensers, having a capacity of
.0003 mfd. The grid returns of the RF
tubes are to A minus and those of the
detector to the A plus. A filament switch
is used for cutting the filament circuit
in or out. The plates of both RF tubes
are fed with a single plate voltage, e.g.,
671/2. The plate of the detector tube is
also fed with a single B voltage. The
exact voltage at this point is dependent
upon the type of audio amplification used.
That is, using transformers will require a
lower voltage than when using the re-
sistors or impedances. e.g., 45 for trans-
former and 67/ for other type. C5 is a
.006 mfd. fixer condenser. The grid con-
denser is a .00025 mfd fixed, while the
grid leak is of the 3 megohm type. 121

and R2 are the ballasts, each of the 1/2
ampere type, e.g., 1-A Amperite. R3 is
a 20 ohm rheostat. A 7x18 -inch panel and
cabinet may be used. All the parts may
be mounted on a baseboard, which is 6

73 -r2

wide and 17 inches long. The first
RF coil should be placed horizontally.
The second coil should be placed erect.
The last coil should be placed with a
circumference facing the panel. Be sure
that the centers of all the coils are on
one line.

* * *

I HAVE a 33 turn coil, wound on a
3 -inch diameter form, using No. 24 dou-
ble cotton covered wire; a .001 mfd. vari-
able condenser; a 35 turn coil wound on
a 3 -inch diameter tubing using No. 22
double cotton covered wire and a .0005
mfd. variable condenser. Please give the
circuit diagram of a 4 -tube receiver, using
these parts. I wish to use transformer
coupled audio frequency amplification,
with a double circuit jack at the first AF
output, a single circuit jack at the total
output, and 20 ohm rheostats in the fila-
ment circuits of each tube.-Henry Mor-
ris, Oakland, Cal.

Fig. 479 shows the circuit diagram of
the 4 -tube receiver The 33 turn coil is
used in the antenna circuit. The 35 -turn
coil is used for coupling and tuning plate
of RF tube. The .001 mfd. variable con-
dencer Cl is used to tune the antenna.
The .0005 mfd. variable condenser (22 is
used to tune the 35 turn winding. The
33 turn coil is tapped at the 5,15 and 25th
turns. These taps are brought to the
switch contacts, while the switch's arm is
brought to the rotary plates of the .001
mfd. condenser and to the G post on the
first socket. C3 is a .00025 mfd. fixed con-
denser. R5 is a 2 megohm grid leak. You
will note that the grid return is not con-
nected in the conventional manner, eg.,
across the condenser. Instead it is
brought to the plus post of the A bat-
tery. This is to give the proper bias to
the grid, since no coil is connected di -

FIG. 479
The circuit diagram of the 4 -tube set requested by Henry Morris.

rectly in this circuit. The grid condenser
acts as a transferer of energy and is also
used to keep the direct plate voltage off
the grid. AFT1 and AFT2 are the audio
transformers, both of which are of the
low ratio or all stage type. The rheo-
stats that control the filament circuits
of each of the tubes are indicated as
RI, R2, R3 and R4 respectively. DCJ is
the double circuit jack. SCJ is the single
circuit jack. (1) is the radio frequency
tube, (2) is the detector tube, while (3)
and (4) are the audio frequency tubes.
B plus 1 equals about 67% volts. B plus
2 equals about 45 volts. It is suggested
that a separate 90 -volt connection be
made to the plates of the AF tubes
instead of to the RF tube also, if this
voltage is to be used for greater volume.
Note that the ground is connected to the
A minus post. Use the -01A type tubes
throughout.

* *

IN A 4 -tube receiver, which would give.
the better results: (1) two stages of
tuned radio frequency amplification, a
regenerative detector and one stage of
audio amplification or (2) one stage tuned
radio frequency amplification, a regenera-
tive detector and two stages of audio am-
plification ?-Chas Giddings, 230 Eccles
Building, Ogden, Utah.

No. 2 would be better of the two.
* * *

I EXPECT to build a 4 -tube Hi -
Power receiver described by Herbert E.
Hayden in the Nov. 13 issue of RADIO
WORLD and would like to have the fol-
lowing queries answered. (1) How many
volts are applied to the plate of the am-
plifier tube? (2) How many volts are
applied to the plate of the detector tube?
(3) Where is the B minus connected to?
(4) I have two Acme A-3 audio trans-
formers. Can they be used? (5) Are the
two Sickles coils identical? (6) Will a
power tube help? If so what C battery
bias should be used? (7) What size C
battery should be used when the power
tube is not used? -N. W. Halsey, Kew
Terrace Apts., Kew Gardens, L. I.

(1) Dependent upon what type tube is
used. Suggest you see the July 10 issue
for tube chart. Use either the 173 or
112. (2) 45 volts. (3) A plus. (4) Yes.
(5) Yes. (6) Yes. Louder signals will
result. See answer to question (1) for C
data. (7) See the chart suggested in
answer (1).

* * *

HOW MAY I connect two tapped 22/
volt B batteries so that I may obtain
minus 401/2 volts for use as C bias on the
171, using 180 volts B and minus 41/2C
for a -01A, using 90 volts B ? (2) How
may a 41/2 volt standard C battery be
connected to a tapped 221/2 volt B battery
to obtain minus 161/2 Volts, using 90 volts
B on a 171 and minus 4/ C for a -01A,
using 90 volts B?-Charles Monte, Butte,
Mont.

(1) The plus 221/2 volt post of one B
battery is connected to the C plus post.
The 18 volt plus post of the same bat-
tery is connected to the minus 4.5 volt
post. The minus of this battery is con-
nected to the plus 18 volt post on the
other battery. The minus of this bat-
tery is then connected to the C minus
401/2 volt post. (2) The plus 16% volt on
the large 221/2 volt battery is connected
to the C plus post. It is also connected
to the plus. post on the small 4.5 volt C
battery. The minus 4.5 volt post on this
battery is connected to the minus 4.5 volt
post on the set. The minus post on the
large B battery is conneced to the 161/2
volt post on the set. ,

* * *

I HAVE read a great deal about plac-
ing pieces of metal foil on the window
pane for use as leadin, instead of drilling
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a hole or using a strip, etc. How it this
done?-Walter Kule, Arlington, Va.

On the outside window pane, toward
the upper portion, glue or cement a piece
of tin foil about one foot square. Solder
to top end a lug and connect the antenna
leadin. Now on the inside of the win-
dow pane, directly opposite the piece
just glued on, place another piece of tin
foil. Also solder a lug to the bottom
portion of this foil. This is connected to
the wire going to the antenna post on the
set. The soldering may be done before
or after the foil is placed on the window.
Be sure that the pieces of foil are di-
rectly opposite each other. The regu-
lar 100 foot antenna can be used with
this scheme.

* * *

I HAVE three .0005 mfd.. variable con-
densers, mounted in a rack and pinion
style, so that a single dial turns the three
condensers at one time; a 2,000 ohm non -
inductive resistance; a .00004 mfd. vari-
able condenser; a 10 and a 20 ohm rheo-
stat; three 25' " diameter tubings, each
of which contains 5 turns, and three brass
shafts 2" long, TA." in diameter. What I
would like to do, is to build a set using
these coils mounted on the brass tubings
and turned at the same time that the con-
densers are, for balancing. Please give
the circuit diagram of such a set, wherein
two stages of tuned radio frequency am-
plification and a non -regenerative detec-
tor is used, without audio frequency am-
plification. I wish to experiment with
varous types of AF amplification. State
the coil data.-Franklyn Millison, New-
port, R. I.

A diagram of a receiver employing
those principles which you suggest, is
shown in Fig. 480. A tapped antenna
winding is used. This is indicated as Ll.
It contains cl) turns and is wound on a
3" dameter tubing, which is 5" long. It
is tapped at every 5th turn. This method
is used so that either a long or short
antenna may be used, the greater num-
ber of turns being used with a short an-
tenna and the smaller number of turns
being used with a luta antenna. L2,
L5 and L7 are the variable coils. In-
stead of all these coils containing 5 turns,
L2 should contain 3 turns; L5 should con-
tain 4 turns, while L7 may contain the
same number of turns already on it, e.g.,
5. L3, L6 and L9, the secondaries, con-
tain 44 turns, wound on 3" diameter tub-

, ings, 5" long. The tubings should be the
length specified or longer, since it is
necessary to place another winding on
this tubing and still allow a space between
the windings. The tapped antenna wind-
ing is placed on the same tubing as the
secondary winding L3. The plate wind-
ing IA which consists of 10 turns, is
wound on the secondary winding tubihg,
L6. The plate winding L8 which con
sists of 7 turns, is wound on the second-
ary tubing winding L9. No. 22 double
cotton covered wire is used in all these
cases. A " space is left between the
plate and secondary windings. This ap-plies to the antenna -secondary winding
also. R3 is the 2000 ohm resistance. It
controls the B voltage and also the oscil-
latory action of the tube. This B voltage
may be brought to that point, where the
C voltage will act as a balancer. R1 isthe 10 ohm rheostat, which controls thefilaments of both RP tubes. The 20 ohm
rheostat controls the filament of the de-tector tube. The -01A tubes should be
used. C5 is the .0004 mfd. condenser andis used for compensating purposes. C4 isa 1.0 mfd. fixed condenser, used for by-
passing. R4 is a 3 megohm leak. Thismay be lower or higher, depending exact-
ly upon the tube used. It is best to ex-periment here. The C battery is of the4% volt type. Various voltages should
be tried for best results. Each of the

FIG. 480
The circuit diagram of the 1 -control receiver, requested by Franklyn Millison.

secondary windings should be placed at
right angles to each other or at angles,
such as used in the Neutrodyne receivers,
e. g. 57.3°. This receiver will give excel-
lent results if built with care. Each lead
should be checked up. The variable coils
should be held tightly in place and evenly
placed, so that the same position is ob-
tained with each movement of the con-
densers. The control of the filaments is
not critical and should not be made a
portion of the tuning. Ballast resistors
can supplant these rheostats, with as
much satisfaction. A standard tuned
RFT, containing a primary and secondary
winding, without the taps may be used.
Using the ballasts will necessitate the use
of a filament switch connected in series
with either one of the A leads.

* * *

PLEASE GIVE a simple method of
knowing when a receiver is transmitting.
-Hugo Floyd, Port Jervis, N. Y.

Disconnect the antenna post from your
set. Set your receiver to that point
where you think the tube is oscillating.
Nov moisten one of your fingers and
place on this post. If the receiver is
transmitting, you will hear a dull thud.
The louder the thud or break, the, greater
the strength of this oscillating note. If
the generation is very great, it will sound
like the familiar break and make of the
telegraph key, when listening to pure con-
tinuous wave signals.

* * *

IS IT possible to rubberize a wood, so
that it may be more desirable for use as
a panel ?-Leonard Crawford, Fullford-By-
The-Sea, Fla.

Yes if you have some old phonograph
records or tubings. Break some records
or tubings into small pieces. Place in a

tin can or pot and add pint of dena-
tured alcohol. This should be allowed to
stand for a day or so, until the pieces have
been completely dissolved. Now dry your
wood. Apply a fine coat of varnish or
shellac. Allow to dry and apply three or
four coats of the rubber solution.

* * *

WHEN RESISTANCES, having like
values, are connected in parallel, is the
total resistance divided by the number of
resistances in the circuit, e.g., two 90 ohm
resistance in parallel gives a 45 ohm'total
resistance?-Herbert Henrie, Lockport,
N. Y.

Yes. This applies to like values of re-
sistance only. Using unlike resistances,
the reciprocal is used.

* * *

I HAVE a 5 -tube receiver, using storage
battery tubes, which worked wonderfully,
until a short while ago. Now, as soon as
I pull the filament switch, the signals come
in strong, but after a few moments, it
dies down. I have tested the battery, both
A and B and both show up to be full.
What could be the trouble?- The tubes
are new and the coils, condensers, etc. are
O.K. Could the trouble be in the storage
A battery? I have had this two years and
charge it every week ?-Max Hull, Pitts-
field, Mass.

The trouble lies in the A battery. The
battery delivers the full voltage after it
has stood unused for a while, but after it
is in use, the voltage dies down. There-
fore the filaments of the tubes are not
supplied with their proper voltage. This
will be noticed by the variation of the
brilliancy of the tubes. When you test
the battery, you get a full voltage check,
due to its stand, also. The plates are
probably worn.

Join RADIO WORLD'S University Club
And Get Free Question and Answer Service for the Coming 52 Weehs

This Service for Yearly Subscribers ONLY
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SHORT WAVE LAW
ASKED BY TAYLOR
Ban on Harmonics and Over -Radiation Should Be

Decreed by World Agreement, Says Naval
Research Chief-Experiences Cited

WASHINGTON
Aiming a  radio message at a place

thousands of miles away soon will be an
everyday matter, according to Dr. J. Hoyt
Taylor, Chief of the Naval Research Lab-
oratory at Bellevue.

Dr. Taylor's statement is based on re-
cent developments in the high frequency
band. The "skipped distances" theory
is responsible and it has been confirmed
by actual operating conditions during the
last year.

SEE JAY POWER UNIT

A combination alkaline element battery and
trickle charger all in one. Price, shipped dry
with solution, $16.00. Tube extra, $1.00.
100 -volt with chemical charger, $12.00. 140 -
volt, $17.00.
Write for our illustrated 32 -gage booklet and

Send No Money Pay Expressman.
SEE JAY BATTERY COMPANY
HS Brook Avenue New York City

COMPLETELY WIRED

nailEIRNAZTOVEli.
FREQUENCY

(Ready to Mount en Panel)
Seed (postal card will do) for complete data and

Special Radio Catalogue.
WILLIAM A. WELTY & CO.

Radio Manufacturers
II S. STATE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

D X ;Doll ANTENNA
More distance, louder signals, less interference. The one pole
can be put up most anywhere. This DX ANTENNA has twice
the antenna input of any other type-gives same volume with
three tubes as ordinarily need six. Saves half the battery
current. Is 100% directional. Separates stations more easily.
Simply installed, rugged construction, takes practically no room.

DX Antenna Kit Complete, $10 rjtd
West of Rockies, $4.00. Canada, $4.50.
Dealers -Jobbers, Writefor Trade Terms

Manufactured by the
DX LABORATORIES

39 Soper Ave., Oceanside, Rockville Center, N. Y.
Tested and Approved by Radio World Laboratories

Dr. Taylor learned some time ago that
when the radio signal leaves the high
frequency transmitter it travels almost
diagonally to the roof of the earth. 'When
it reached the Kennelly -Heaviside layer
it is deflected back to earth again. The
point at which the signal comes down de-
pends on the height of the layer and the
angle at which the signal goes out.

Short Waves Charted

Dr. Taylor has charted most of the
short wavelengths and knows, pretty well
at what angle the signals travel on each.
During the Summer he made a number
of measurements of the height of the
Heaviside layer and believes he has it
established accurately.

In addition to the signal that goes up
to the roof of the earth there is also a
ground wave which travels a short dis-
tance, depending on the power of the
transmitter. Otherwise, the only signal
that can be heard at any great distance
is the one that is deflected back to earth.

For this reason, it is common for sta-
tions thousands of miles away to pick up
high frequency signals while stations only
hundreds of miles away cannot get them
at all.

It is a mathematical possibility to de-
termine in advance where the signal will
come down.

°

Height Varies
The average midnight height of the

Heaviside layer is about 175 miles, Dr.
Taylor has found. Around 2 a.m. the
height increases to 225 miles, and in the
day time it varies between 100 and 120
miles. There is a hangover of night condi-
tions in the early morning, he adds.

Most important among high frequency
developments during the last year is the
construction of a special transmitting
tube for use with the piezo crystal, Dr.
Taylor says.

There is sometimes a missing angle of
radiation in use of high frequencies, Dr.
Taylor adds. In other words, when the
signal leaves the antenna there is a small

esfiF 7..5res.-5criesc-s

rim Simplicity of iuning

THE Efficiency and Quatzife Coils
of Me Bakelite Sk.ag Condensers

" eBeauty of Me Bronze Front Plate

Makes the
"UNITUNE" the most
desirable tuning device

ever designed.

ALL BRUNO
"UNITUNES"

may be mounted on a
. panel with only two

screws.

The basic "UNITUNE" consists of a
frame upon which are mounted two condensers

operated independently by two bakelite drums projecting
thru a beautiful bronze plate. It may be obtained 'in all standard
capacities. Completely assembled it lists at $11.00.

Other "UNITUNES" assembled with one or more Quartzite
Coils for all popular circuits range from $12.00 to $21.00.

Booklet of Instruction and Blue Prints -25c
BRUNO RADIO CORP., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

rimaxgr.""..
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angle from which there is no signal. Great
care must be taken in sending out high
frequency signals to prevent their going
up at too sharp an angle, else they will
pierce the Heaviside layer and continue
upward, never returning to earth.

No DX Below 10 Meters
Distance transmission and reception

may never be possible below 10 me-
ters, Dr. Taylor fears. On this wave-
length the signal leaves the antenna at
so low an angle that ground absorption
soon dissolves it.

Directivity is uncertain in the high fre-
quencies, says the Navy radio chief.
Sometimes when the transmitter is
pointed at Balboa, it is heard quite well
in San Francisco but does not reach its
intended destination. The same things
have happened in other directions.

Harmonics and too much radiation in
the high frequencies must be banned by
international agreement, Dr. Taylor con-
tends. When using high frequencies, a
number of foreign stations send the same
signal out on two or more wavelengths.

Good Here, Bad There
When this is done, if there is fading

on one wavelength, the signal generally
is good on the other, and vice versa. In
addition, there are harmonics, which
means that sometimes as high as a dozen
wave lengths are occupied by one trans-
mitter.

"The more we work with high frequen-
cies, the more complexities we find," Dr.
Taylor concludes. "But we are not dis-
couraged and we hope to increase our
knowledge with experience and experi-
ments."

ONE STATION

SKIPLESS ON

SHORT WAVES
The Bellevue Naval Research Labora-

tory of Bellevue, D. C., in studies of radio
wave propagation to determine the av-
erage height of the Kennelly -Heaviside
layer, found that short waves are sub-
ject to a skip -distance effect-that is,
radio signals can not be received at cer-
tain distances from all transmitting sta-
tions.

"There is one station in this country,
however," Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor, Superin-
tendent of Radio at the laboratory, said,
"which does not appear to show a skip at
all, or at least not at all in line with
that shown by naval transmitters ob-
served at this laboratory. That station
is 2XS of the Radio Corporation of

VICTOREEN
Super Coila
Send For Folder

Geo. W. Walker Co.
atd Caurnegle Ave.

Dept. B asvehuad, 0.

America, whose signals are received at
points from 200 to 600 miles distant, which
theoretically they should not reach at all."

"A number of observations has been ac-
cumulated upon this station by this Lab-
oratory, and practically without exception
the observations show this anomaly.

"Several possible explanations have
been advanced and they are given for what
they are worth. First, that the signals
travel entirely around the globe. This
seems unlikely, because the signals are too
strong. Second, that there may be an
effect near 2XS due to ionization from
various sources which are known to exist
in the neighborhood of large manufactur-
ing cities. There is little doubt that such
ionization effects do exist, but that the
electron density is sufficiently great to
account for the refraction and production
of another skip wave."

"Audio Amplification" a book
that contains valuable sug-
gestions lor improving tone
(nudity. send us 25 cts. for
copy.

SAMSON ELEC.CO.
CANTON, MASS.

YOU CAN BUILD THE NEW SHIELDED HI -Q*

Parts
Complete

(less cabinet)

$6105

Over 57,000 Built at Home, You Can Do It, Too!
F you want the biggest value in radio, get the approved parts for the New Hi -Q

I Shielded Receiver-build it at home yourself-and SAVE $50 to $100! This
marvelous set incorporates every modern feature. Highest quality parts, perfectly
matched! Five tubes actually equal eight in most sets. A new feature eliminates dis-
tortion and produces the selectivity of expensive "Supers." Amplification is equal on
all Stations. Tone quality is the sensation of the year.

Every important dealer has the approved Hi -Q Parts and the famous "How to Build"
book. Get the combination and have a wonderful radio.

High Ratio of Reactance
to Resistance

High Ratio-Great Se
lectivity-Loud Signals

(Trammarlund
8013 EFLTS

HiQ
HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS-1182-V Broadway, New York

Associate
Manufacturers

Benjamin Electric Mfg.
Co.

Carter Radio Co.
Durham Resistors
Eby Manufacturing Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Martin -Copeland Co.
Radiall Company
Samson Electric Co.
Sangamo Electric Co.
Westinghouse Micarta

"How To Build"
Book

Simple A. B. C. lan-
guage. Every detail de-
scribed, numbered and
diagrammed so you can
easily understand.

25c
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IMPROVES THE SUPER -HET!
A CLAROSTAT in the plate
lead of the oscillator will bring
in stations never heard before.
At all dealers $2.25.
American Mechanical Laboratories, Ins.
285 N. 6th St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dept. R.W.

CLAMPRADII) Blackburn Ground Clamps
Telephone companies using

MILLIONS! Adjustable-lite
any also pipe. Requtrles no
pipe cleaning-screw bores
through rust and scale. Send
12 cents fig sample and post -
age.
Blackburn SpeclaltY Company
1960 E. 66th St., Cleveland, D.

a1 HARD RUBBER 1I
SHEET - ROD - TUBING

Special Hard Rubber Parts Made to Order
RADION and HARD RUBBER

PANELS, ANY SIZE
Send for Price List

WHOLESALE RETAIL
NEW YORK HARD RUBBER TURNING CO.
212 Centre Street New York

Matchless in. Performance!

DE LUXE Double
CONE SPEAKERS
Two free edge, full
floating diaphragms.
Beautiful design; fliP
lob. mahogany wood
stand.
18" De Luxe.$25.00
12" DeLuxe,Jr. 16.50

Standard .... 13.75
Special 9.50
Write for descriptive

Folder "W"

Jobbers' and Dealers'
Inquiries Invited

EMPIRE ELEC. PRODUCTS CO.
132.134 Greene Street New York

to OUTLAST

addN
e'1 B ttery

Two -Year
Guarantee

Bond
in Writing

Famous the world over for reli-
ablmenduringperforrnance. Solid
Rubber Case lasting protection
against acid or leakage.

Approved and Listed as
Standard by Leading

Authorities
including Radio News Laboratories,
Popular Se]. lest. Standards, Pop.
Radio Laboratories, Radio Broadcast
Laboratories, Radio in the Home and
Lefax, Inc.

Send No Money
Just state number wanted and we will
ship same day order is received, by
express C.O.D. Pay expressman after
examining batteries. 5% discount for
cash with order. Remember, you save
-60% on World Batteries-so send your
order today.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
Dept. 17

1219 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WSBC WEAF KYNI!,/

NEW
LOW

PRICES
0-o

Solid Rubber Case
Radio Batteries

0 -Volt, 100 -Amperes
$10.00

6 -Volt. 120 -Amperes
$12.00

6 -Volt. 140 -Amperes
119.00

Solid Rubber Case
Auto Batteries

9 -Volt 11 - Plate
i10.00

0 -Volt 19 - Plate
al2.00

12. Volt I Plate
114.60

Set roar radlodlalsat
298.8 meters for the

nigkt.!troVdtiflt
Varletr-new talent
-always Interesting.
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CHAOS IS HERE,
HOOVER FINDS

Litigation Among Stations May Solve Interference
Problem, Says Secretary - He Expects Many

Suits Among Broadcasters

Build It Yourself
GIANT3 FOOT CONE

SPEAKER
In one evening, and for one -fifth the re-
tail cost, you can build a 3' cone sneak-
er, equal or superior in tone quality
to the highest priced speaker that you
can buy. But yoU must use the

Parts
Complete

$14.15
including

Unit

Penn SATRER UNIT
to get the low bass notes clear and musical and the high

notes mellow and distinct. Penn C. S. Unit is adjustableto the output of the set with which It is used; designed
especially for 3' cone speaker. Price $9.50.
Complete parts for 3' cone, Including unit, Pi 4.1 5.
Pampnlet, "How to Build a Giant 3' Cone Speaker," sent
for 10 cents, coin or stamps.

PENN RADIO SALES CO.
104 Fifth Ave. Suite 2011 New York City
Exclusive Selling Agents for G. R. Penn Mfg. Co., N.Y.C.

FREE
027N" RADIO CATALOG

Write Today to

Chicago Salvage Stock Store
500 S. State St., Dept. R.W.. CHICAGO, U.S.A.

MORE THAN a score of new kite-all the latest
and best-with stumbled parts to build there-

at prices that mean big savings for you. And all
the latest carte and acceswarles as advertised in

current radio
magazine.. The
largest. meat
complete a n d
up-to-date ra-

dio stock to
the world.
Yours to
choose from
In this new

ea tale!:
Write

for
rota

WATCH EXPIRATION DATE

WASHINGTON
Secretary of Commerce Hoover fore-

sees the possibility of extensive litigation
between radio stations arising out of the
demand of one Chcago broadcaster for
an injunction against interference from
another station.

In an oral statement Secretary Hoover,who had just returned from a western
trip, asserted that the bringing into thecourts of the question of interference
may solve an extremely complicated prob-
lem.

Various stations changed wavelengths
assigned them by the Department of
Commerce when the Attorney General's
recent opinion divested that department
of regulatory control.

"There is no question about chaos hav-
ing arrived," said Secretary Hoover.

Hoover Will Send
Congress Message

WASHINGTON
Secretary of Commerce HerbertHoover is planning a message to Con-

gress when it meets in which he will give
a resume of broadcasting conditions since
last July. Mr. Hoover will outline the
reasons which influenced him to discon-
tinue efforts to regulate broadcasting andthe results of that step.

Although he will not recommend anyparticular kind 'of government control,
Mr. Hoover will stress the necessity for
legislation particularly in view of the con-
gestion of stations at present and the fact
that nearly a hundred new stations areunder construction.

MAKES CONDENSER
The Furnell Variable Air Condenser, a

radical change in condenser design, is to
be constructed for the Furnell Manufac-
turing Corporation by the I. R. Nelson
Company of .Newark, New Jersey, ownersof W A A M.

A BEAUTIFUL LOOP
that's remarkably efficient

The Bodine De Luxe
Loop is highly efficient
and outstandingly beau-
tiful. The symmetrical-
ly proportioned frame of
solid walnut with hand.
rubbed finish and at-
tractive silk covered
winding harmonizes with
the finest furniture.
Made in models suitable
for all receivers. Rec-
ommended by Herman
Bernard for best results
with Diamond of the
Air, Bernard Six and
Unitune Sets.

Ask your dealer or
write us.

Subscribers will note that the end of their subscriptions is indicated on the labels on wrappers. Ifyour wrapper shows a date earlier than the current issue, please send payment for renewal. Changes
in expiration dates on wrappers appear two weeks after receipt of renewal.

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St., New York City. (Phones: Bryant 0558-0559.1

Bodine Electric Company
2270 W. Ohio St. Chicago, Ill.
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RADIO LAW DUE
AFTER CHRISTMAS

CanDill Believes That Senate and House Conferees
Iron Out Differences Arising Over Choice

Between Hoover and a Commission

By Thomas Stevenson
WASHINGTON

'inrcest or failure of Congress to pass a
rail's, regulatory measure this Winter will
depend on whether the Senate and House
can 1:01111,i1Oirlirill till the 111,11lrilii.itl of an in 
dependent commission versus Department
of Commerce control

This is the opinion of Senator C. C.
Dill, of Washington, author of the Dill
hill, awl chief proponent of radio legis-
lation in the Senate, Senator Dill has
returned to Washington for the Winter
session of Congress and is holding a
series of informal meetings with Rrrirt-
,11',Atire Wallace White, of Maine, author
nil the White bill which passed the
Morse.

"All other matters are dwarfed into in-
signilicanett compared to this major proffi.
tem," Senator Dill says. "If the Senate
Alid HOMO Ciltlfefilni can get together on
it. legislation is not only probable but

Min "
Dili .1,, he has heard a lot of

ittt loll' particularly the
mir,1414,r1 wltirtt authorizes the gver11
men' It -01011i stenos ges
the foe transmission by wireless.

"1 he necessity for legislation tlia
Winttsr twist impress all of its that o
our ditty to give it very serious eon oth

knottier year of uncontrolled
broadcasting might either kill piddle in
terest or result in it of the air."

lrlailairoir hill liriieves the ciillfirreirri, tiriil
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be able to get together on sonic kind of
measure, although he does not expect a

Il will be passed before late in January. ,

Daven Bass Note Circuit Kit
COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS $65.00
WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS

Send 2St fm Daden booklet
How to Build the Daven Buss Note Circuit

Licensee by Oaten

C. W. BUTTS, INC.
2 HEDDEN PLACE EAST ORANGE. N. J.

Make any Good Receiver
BETTER

TUBES
G.E. MFG. co.
Providence

Headquarters for Ward Leonard I

VITROHM RESISTORS :
Ward Leonard Vitrohm Resistors are the only units available

today that will stand up at their full rated load for all time.
'Morison's is the only firm in the country carrying the full line

of Vitrohm Resistors for radio.
Service from Morison's on Ward Leonard radio resistors is imme-

diate. Your order for all standard units will be shipped the same day
we receive the order.

The Vitrohm Resistor Kit is used
in all plate and current supply units.
Each resistor is rated at 20 watts dis-
sipation-more than sufficient for all
types of work. The ohmic value and
quantity of each unit in the kit fol-
io ws : 1-750, 3-1500, 1-3000, 1-3500,
2.51X1 The kit is priced at $8.75.

Amerchoke No. 110 carries up to 3
amperes. Used in all D.C. Elimin-
ators. The price is $6.00.
Send for a immolate entalogue
of Ward Leonard radio resist.
%Wm. Fne the first time a tom.
Mete list of them products
which Interest all experimenters.
amateurs, and set builders con
be had. Throe, will ha nu ahhirga

Type DEB90 Vitrohm Resistors are
heavy duty units haying a resistance
of 90 ohms. For use in all D.C. and
A.C. eliminators. The price is $2.25.

The EB type Vitrohm comes in
many values, ranging from 3 to 500
ohms. Its principal use is to 'tie
down" the A current in D.C. elimin-
ators. The price of EB Resistors is
$2.00 each.

MORISON
Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
15 EAST 40th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

C. 0. D. mall orders receive
the same prompt treatment at
Morisen's as a prepaid ship-
ment. Speelal material for use
In any radio cirealt can be ob-
tained through our purchasing
service with a minimum of
trouble. Set builders. dealers.
and amateurs will Sad our
Prices right.

SHORE TRANSFORMERS
Special Prices for

Transformers and Choke Coils
Every Item Made in Our Own Plant

Fully Guaranteed
Trickle Transformer for G.E. trickle tube, type TTE $2.95
Power Transformer for Chemical Rectifier, type PTC 2.75
Power Transformer for Raytheon, BH tube, type PTR 3.75
Power Transformer for CX 316-B or UX 216-B, type PT16 4.25
Power Transformer for CX 313 or UX 213, type PT13 4.25
Entree filament winding ore the above three transformers for use with

171 or 2111 power tubes, type PT2I or PTIO 4.95
Power Transformer for Gas Rectifier tube, other than Raytheon, type PTG 3,75
10 Henry 50 Milliampere Choice Coil, type SC50 1.75
10 Henry Output Choke Coil, type SCO 1.65

2.15
Power Choke for DC "A" Eliminator, type SCA 2.15

50 Henry 100 Milliampere Choke Coil, type SC100

All Goods Sent Upon Receipt Price

SHORE ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
124 Cypress Avenue New York City
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How to Build

THE DIAMOND
Herman Bernard, designer of this wonder cir-
cuit, has written an illustrated booklet on
"How to Build RADIO WORLD'S Improved Dia-
mond of the Air." Send 50c and get this
booklet, including a full.sieed wiring blueprint
and free namepiece.
Send $6 for year's subscription and get book-
let, and blueprint FREE.
(Newsdealers or radio dealers, order the book-

lets with blueprints included, in quantity, diced
from American News Co. or branches.]

RADIO WORLD
145 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK CITY

PLEASE your radio
friend with the won-

derful new invention that
gives smooth,positivecon-
trol of tone volume from
a whisper to maximum.
Ask at the radio store fora
Centralab Modu-Plug. It
gives any radio set improv-
ed tone control of latest
high-priced sets. Attaches
instantly without tools.

Ceraterpilab
MO dti131U.k..1

$2.5oatyourradiodealer's

You are sure of buyingwisely.
Centralab products weclb;

are6g makers of leading standard
sets and specified in the new
and popular Bruno Infrady e,
Henry Ly f ord. VUrion annd
many other circuits.

CENTRAL RADIO
LABORATORIES

Reefs Ave., Milwaukee, Win

PRIORITY TO

STATIONS IS

TRADE PLEA
National Coordinating

Committee of the Radio
Industry Takes First
United Stand on Inter-
ference-Wants Emer-
gency Law and Senior-
ity Protection

WASHINGTON
The National Coordinating Committee

of the Radio Industry has announced
that Congress should pass an emergency
measure which will prevent further con-
fusion in the ether if it is impossible
to obtain the enactment of permanent
legislation in the immediate future.

The announcement was made after an
executive session lasting throughout an
entire day and was signed by Walter A.
Strong, chief of the Radio Section of the
American Newspaper Publishers' Associ-
ation; Paul B. Klugh, executive chairman
of the National Association of Broadcast -

RADIO WORLD'S
QUICK - ACTION
CLASSIFIED ADS.

10 CENTS A WORD
10 WORDS MINIMUM.

CASH WITH ORDER.

OVER TWO POUNDS BUILDER'S DATA,
catalog, circuits-Ze, prepaid. Twenty weekly
mailings, newest "dope," $1.00. Kladag Labor-
atories, Kent, Ohio.

SEND FOR PAMPHLETS OF THE GOOD-
MAN TUNER-In use for years and still good.
Tested and approved by many technical labor-
atories. L. W. Goodman, Drexel Hill, Penna.

BUILD YOUR OWN "B" ELIMINATOR our easy
way. Total cost approximately $5.00. Clear recep
tion guaranteed. Complete drawings and instruc-
tions, $1.00. Radio Equipment Co., 621 Main Street,

Mitchell, S. D.

ers; R. W. Demott, president of the Radio
Magazine Publishers' Association; Charles
H. Stewart, vice-president of the Ameri-
can Radio Relay League, and Harold T.
Wrape, president of the Federated Radio
Trade Association.

The National Coordinating Committee
is an outgrowth of a meeting in New
York of the entire industry in September.
The purpose of the committee is to unite
the industry on legislation and other mat-
ters of national importance.

Industry's Record -
The meeting held in Washington was

the first time in history that the radio in-
dustry has acted for itself without the
guiding hand of Secretary Herbert
Hoover, of the Department of Commerce.

Temporary headquarters have been es-
tablished in Washington by the Coordin-
ating Committee and a series of confer-
ences will be held during the next few
months.

The announcement follows:
"Radio legislation which will establish

Federal control over broadcasting is high-
ly essential. If it is impossible to secure
the enactment of permanent legislation in
the immediate future Congress should
pass an emergency measure which will
prevent further confusion in the ether.

"In the enactment of legislation it is
the recommendation of the committee that
whatever authority is placed over broad-
casting should be required to make deter-
mination of who shall broadcast by giving
consideration to the length of time sta-
tions have operated; the character of
service rendered by them, and the re-
quirements of their states and communi-
ties for radio service. This principle is
not intended in any way to create a vested
right as against the United States, but
asserts that there is a distinction between
vested rights and the rights of individuals
against each other.

For Public Set -vice
"The decision of the Chicago courts in

the case of WGN vs. WGES sheds a ray
of hope. The local court held that a sep-
aration of 50 kilocycles is necessary be-
tween stations in the same community.
Confirmation of the Chicago decision in
other State courts will do much to check
the invasions of the ether channels, which
are being planned by more than seventy
stations which are now under construc-
tion."

THE ONLY AUTHORIZED

, ui SERVICE
STATION

Questions Answered, Wiring Problem.
Solved. COMPLETE KITS no speci-
fied by HERMAN BERNARD ..

JAYNXON LABORATORIES
57 DEY STREET NEW YORK CITY

SPECIAL. PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW

Radio World has made arrangements
-To offer a year's subscription FREE for any
one of the following publications with one year's
subscription for RADIO WORLD

-RADIO NEWS or -BOYS' LIFE
DEALER or-POPULAR RADIO or -RADIO (San Francisco) or

-SCIENCE AND INVENTION or -RADIO AGE.

This is the way to
-for the price of one:
-Send 51.01 today for RADIO WORLD
-for one year (regular price
-for 52 numbers)
-and select any one of the other
-nine publications for twelve months.

get two publications
-Add UM a year extra for
-Canadian or Foreign Postage.
-Present RADIO WORLD subscribers
-can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year
-if they send renewals NOW!

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00 for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers, beginning
and also without additional cost, Popular Radio, or Radio News, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Radio (San Francisco), or Radio Age,
or Boys' Life (or $10.00 for two yearly subscriptions). (No other premium with this offer.)

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
December 18, 1926

Name

Street Address

City and State
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TOO"

AdjustableBracket
451090 Degrees

1'25
PER PAIR

Die-cast Aluminum, will beautify and strengthen
any set. Also In non-Adiustable, $1.00 per pair.
OTHER XMAS GIFTS In stock for Immediate
shipment-ACME, BODINE, BRUNO, SILVER.
MARSHALL and many others. Kite for all
popular circuits. speakers, ate.

THE IDEAL XMAS GIFTS
IMPNRONNYED DIAMOND THE AIR
Manufactured by the Clapp-Eastham Co. Licensed under ARMSTRONG

PATENT No. 1,119,149 exclusively for BRUNO RADIO CORP.
Complete Kit of Parts, with Blueprint;
ready to wise, as specified by BERNARD

KIT
6 -Tube Wonder Circuit. Complete Kit $40of Parts with Blueprint, ready to wire..

THE FOUR TUBE DIAMOND
$30Complete Kit of Parts, as specified by HERMAN

BERNARD, with booklet, ready to wire

B. C. L. RADIO SERVICE, INC., Dept. R.W., Send for Booklet

BRUNO TRANSFORMERS will give
the finest Audio Amplification on any
circuit. Used in the DIAMONDS and
other high-class circuit.. Ratio $4.00
3% to 1. Price

221 Fulton St., New York City

Specified by
Binding Boats, Allison. end Ground guano teed be
American Radio Hardware Co., and the only Posta
which will function correctly in the Bernard Six.
Furnished with kit er cold direst for ether otroults
15c. each.
9 American Cabie Tag, will .110011 your hookup.
Furnished with kit or sold direct for any circuit
Ito per set.

AMERICAN RADIO HARDWARE CO.
Dept. W. 203 Lafayette St.. New York City

1/1/11 0 0

A 6 -TUBE CIRCUIT
BEAUTIFUL
TO EAR AND EYE

How to Build the

This Nameplate Free to All!

Fully described in the October16 issue of
RADIO WORLD by Herman Bernard.
Schematic and picture diagrams of the
wiring, textual wiring directions, step by
step; striking photographs of the com-
pleted receiver, all treated so that the
veriest novice in radio can build the
Bernard.

THE SET YOU TUNE
WITH YOUR THUMB!
Send 15c for October 16 issue

Blueprint of panel, subpanel and
wiring (complete), with Bernard's
constructional article $1.00
Or sand $e NOW for one year's subscription
to Radio World (52 numbers) and gat the
blueprint FREE; also the October le Issue
FREE, and panel nameplate FREES Keep
Informed on this fine circuit by reading
Radio World.

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th St. N. Y. City

BLUEPRINTS
Panel, Subpanel $ 1 .00and Wiring
Prlee Includes Herman Bernard's article on how to
build this 6 -tube tone marvel.
Or seed $0 for one year's subteription (52 num
hors) and get blueprint, article and panel narne
piece FREEI

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th St. New York City

How to Build
THE DIAMOND

5 -Tube Model

Herman Bernard, designer of this wonder cir.
cult has written an illustrated booklet on 'How
toBuild Ratio WORLD'S Improved Diamond of
the Air." Send 50c and get this booklet, in-
cluding o full -sired wiring blueprint and free
nameNece.

Outstanding Features of Set: (1) Fans, charmed
by tone quality, sensitivity and selectivity, re-
port speaker reception of far -distant stations
with great volume. (2) A 2 -tube earphone set,
a 5 -tube speaker set, and a separate 3 -stage
audio -amplifier for immediate use with any
tuner, are combined in one. (3) No rheostats
are used. (4) The set is inexpensive to con-
struct and maintain. (S) The set works from
outdoor aerial or loop; hence no aerial problems
present themselves, in city or country.
Send $6 for year's subscription and get booklet,
blueprint.

Lblewsdealers or radio dealers, order the book-
lets with blueprints included, in quantity, direct
from American News Co. or branches.]

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th St., New York City

THE BROWNING -DRAKE CIRCUIT-Text and
illustrations covering this famous circuit starting
with our issue of Aug. 14. The 3 numbers sent
on receipt of 45c. RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th
St., N. Y. C.

PERFECT FILAMENT CONTROL
in the

"DIAMOND OF THE AIR"
Is Assured with AMPERITE

Eliminates hand rteistan. aimallites set eking. A. -
°opted as the only wiled Plisment centre, In every popular
construction set.

eon -warty'
Dept. R.W.21, SO Franklin St., N. Y. City

ghe"SELF-ARMSTING".Rheartat

Fixed Condensers and Resistors
Specified by HERMAN BERNARD

in the
FOUR AND FIVE TUBE

"DIAMOND OF THE AIR"
and in his newest marvel, the

Regtstercd U. S. Patent Office
The 4 -Tube Receiver of Exquisite Tone

BERNARD BATTERYLESS
HAYDEN'S SINGLETROL
BLAN'S ANTENNALESS

AEROVOX products are also used in
over thirty leading circuits and "B"
ELIMINATORS.

-THERE'S A REASON!

Aerovox Wireless Corp.
489-491-493 Broome St., New York City

BLUE PRINT and Book, DIAMOND OF THE
AIR sent on receipt of 50c. Guaranty Radio Goode
Co., 145 West 45th Street, New York City,

THE BRETWOOD

Variable Grid Leak
Certified for

The Diamond

The Diamond of the Air Owes Some of Its Efficiency to This Leak

L-4)3T1

-NORTH AMERICAN BRETWOOD CO., 145 West 45th Street, New York City

THE BRETWOOD
Improves Any Set!

Price, $1.50
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Bretwood

Bullet Condenser
for Your Detector Grid

Circuit

Capacity .00025 rafd. (actual size)

It Hits the Mark Every Time

Price 60 Cents
Just the Thing to Make Your

Detector Circuit Sensitive.

Let the Best Be None
Too Good for You!

Precision Range, ('a to 10 Megohma

Connect a BRETWOOD Vari-
able Grid Leak in the detector
circuit of your set and turn the
knob until the signals clear up
beautifully.

Use a BRETwoon Variable
Grid Leak across your last
stage audio transformer, or put
one in place of the fixed leak
in the final grid of impedance
or resistance coupled audio.
Turn the knob and note the
amazing improvement in
quality.

In any circuit where a grid leak
has to be used its value in ohms
is important. Conditions differ in
individual circuits and with differ-
ent equipment. Experts cannot
specify definite values that are ap-
plicable to all cases. The variable
leak takes the guesswork out of
the grid circuit, and the BRETWOOD
is the best for the purpose. "It
Does the Trick!"

NORTH AMERICAN BRETWOOD CO.,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City
Enclosed find $1.50, for which send me one

BRETWOOD Variable Grid Leak (or $2.00 for
leak with grid condenser attached) on five-
day money -back guarantee. (Condenser alone,
60 cents.)

NAME

STREET ADDRESS

CITY and STATE
(Inquiries Invited from the Trade)

WRIT BARS WGES
FROM WAVE GRAB

CHICAGO
For the first time in the United States

a court of equity declared that property
rights may be created in the air, and
that the rules of common law may be ap-
plied to them. The conception of the air
as a free commons was declared unsound
in a decision given by Judge Francis S.
Wilson in the State Circuit Court, in the
suit brought by The Tribune Company,
operating WGN and WLIB, against the
Oak Leaves broadcasting station, owned
by the Coyne Electrical school, and J.
Loqis Guyon, dance hall proprietor.
(WGES)..

This decision enjoins the Oak Leaves
station from broadcasting over a wave-
length sufficiently near to The Tribune
stations to interfere with programs. A
motion to dissolve the temporary restrain-
ing order was denied, and pending appeal
and the hearing of the permanent injunc-
tion case the court stated that fifty kilo-

-cProtect 2/our Set
BIRNBACH BATTERY CABLE

SIMPLIFIES THE CONNECTING OFRADIO BATTERIES
SEPARATE COLORED WIRES

5 Conductor Cable ,''Soldered Terminals50
ALSO MADE IN -6 -7 -8 -WIRE CABLES

CIMPrOge WOUrileCeptiOni
BY PLACING YOUR LOUD SPEA ER ANY
DISTANCE FROM YOUR RECEIVER.

20ft Extension Cord with Connectore
AND -30 -40 -50 -100 -FOOT UNITS

SEND fOR FREE LITERATURE

BERN ACH RADIO CO.
f 370 -SEVENTH AVE.". NEW YORK CITY

ERBRIDG

%.1-1.2IEN

Zt 1.1 it.11X.:

A recently perfected bridge method
that permits amplification of R.F.
to the point of maximum resonance
without distortion or "spilling
over."

THE KIT CONSISTS OF
3 Alden Somerbridge R. F. Trans-

formers
3 Alden Somerbridge Fixed Balancers
1 By-pass Condenser
2 Sets of Working Drawings

List Price, $18

ALDEN ELECTRIC CO.
. 524 Westminster Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Dealers:-Write for complete details.

cycles in frequency from the wavelength
of The Tribune stations safely might be
used by the Oak Leaves station, and that
if it came any closer it would be at the
risk of hurting its defense.

The new principle set up is that priority
of time in the use of a certain wavelength
in broadcasting, the building of property
on this basis, and the education of the
receiving public to it creates a superiority
of right in that particular part of the
ether.

Congressional action in control of the
air was forecast in the judge's ruling when
he stated:

"It appears to this court that the situ-
ation is such from the past development
of the industry of broadcasting and radio
receiving and from the apparent future,
as indicated by the past, that, unless some
regulatory measures are provided for by
Congress or rights recognized by State
courts, the situation will result in chaos
and the great detriment to the advance-
ment of an industry which is only in its
infancy."

ELECTRAD
PARTS

Specified in the

ISE/211 0 0 Batteryless
1 Electrad Royalty Variable Resistance-

Type F.
3 Electrad By -Pass Condensers -200 -Volt

Class.
2 Electrad 401:1 Ohm Potentiometers.
1 Electrad Single -Circuit Closed Jack.
1 Electrad Lamp Socket Antenna.

YiY
Gold Plated Parts

for Capt. O'Rourke's
DX Equamatic

Your dealer will gladly secure Yaxley
Approved Radio Products in the Gold
Plated Finish for you!' hook-up. The
parts are actually gold plated, not merely
washed, and will retain their rich hand-
some appearance.

Prices Are for Gold
10 and 20 Ohm Rheostats $1.50
No. 1 Open Circuit Jack .75
No. 4 Interstage Jack 1.05
No. 10 Midget Battery Switch .75

All other parts also furnished in Gold

Cable Connector Plug
The No. 660 Cable Connector Plug for
quickly and conveniently connecting
and disconnecting battery wires will give
you a new kind of satisfaction from
cable plugs. Bakelite construction. Try
it. $3.50
At your dealer's. If he cannot supply you, send

his name with your order to

Yaxley Manufacturing Co.
Dept. W, 9 So. Clinton Street

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
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Better Service
Is Rule for '27

By R. L. Eichberg
With the radio stations adding to their

power it is supposed that the nuisance of
static will be overcome to a large extent.
Reports sent in by listeners regarding the
reception of broadcast entertainment from
high powered stations would indicate -that
this is actually the -fact.

Manufacturers are improving their ap-
paratus constantly, making refinements
rather than any radical changes. The
power tubes, power amplifiers, cone
speakers and truly hornless B eliminators
have done inuaCto add to the enjoyment
of the listening public. In fact, radio
equipment as sold today is very highly
developed and satisfactory apparatus. I
startling' announcements were made dur-
ing the past year, and it is not expected
that any will be forthcoming this Winter,
although minor improvements will be an-
nounced.

The service that dealers are- giving to
their customers is being constantly im-
proved, and it is expected that 1927 will
mark still greater advance along these
lines. The days when neither the pur-
chaser nor the dealer knew what radio
was all about are passing as the fact that
a radio service man must have a thorough
radio education makes itself more and
more manifest.

Many radio trade associations have
made rulings that a dealer selling radio
apparatus cannot be classed as a radio
dealer and is not eligible for membership
in any such association unless he either
maintains an adequate service department
or has made arrangements with a recog-
nized radio repair shop. This insures the
purchasers of radio equipment prompt
and expert service when 'and if it is
needed.

This ruling brought to light the fact
that a shortage of competent radio serv-
ice men exists. It was found that there
were plenty of positions open, but that
there were not enough men sufficiently
educated along radio lines to meet thE

senwennewar

NEWEST 1927 EDITION
Shows 164 pages of the latest circuits,
the newest developments in radio at
startlingly Iow prices. Get Lb* parts you
want here and save money. The best In
ports, kits, sets and supplies. Orders
filled same day received. Write for free
copy NOW; also please send names of
one or more radio fan.

BARAWIK CO.
560 Monroe Street. Chicago, U. S. A.

The BELCO CONE
The Newest,

Fastest -Selling
Cone Out! Re-
markable Tone
Quality. Cov-
ers AP Fre-
quencies. Dur-
able Unit. Suit-
able to all sets.
Awarded Radio
World Certi-
ficate of Merit.

$9.00

Dealers! Write at Once for
Liberal Discounts and Territories

J. BELMUTH
198 Broadway N. Y. City

Telephone: Cartlandt 3431

wants of the dealers. Good jobs went
begging.

Then the Federated Radio Trade Asso-
ciation decided to open a school in De-
troit that would take men with little or
no radio training and teach them radio
service work. The result of this decision
was the Federated Radio Trade School,
which opened a year ago and now occupies
10,000 square feet of floor space in Con-
vention Hall at 4464 Cass Avenue.

Among the instructors and lecturers
who will appear at the school this term
are Professor Warner of the University
of Detroit, Professor Williams of the Uni-
versity of Michigan, Mr. J. C. Hoover,
Mr. Merle Duston, the director, and
author of a number of radio books, Mr.
G. Corwin and myself.

The Federated Radio Trade School is
operated without profit by the Radio
Trade Association of Michigan of several
states. Its fees are sufficient to cover the
cost of running the school.

AM. Promo.

NA-AL4
UX POWER TUBES installed in any set
without rewiring by Na-Aid Adapters and
Connectoralds. For full information write
Alden Manufacturing Co., Dept. S-20.
Springfield, Mass.

LOOK up DOWN
SUPERHETERODYNE SPECIALIST

Complete ports for I nfra-dyno--Fanway Fear, etc
FREEHandsome Leatherette Log and Data Rook

Send Ten Cents to Cover Mailing Cost.
CHAS. W. DOWN, M. E.

2030 Broadway, N. Y. C.. Phone: Trafalgar 5979

Radio Mailing Lists
27428-Radio Dealers, Retail, Per MI $7.50
2660-Radio Mfrs., Per List 20.00
2857-Radlo Jobbers, Per List 22.50
1847-Radio Jobbers rated $5,000 and

up, Per LIst 15.00
1060-Radio Mfrs. Complete Sets, Per

10.00
and any other Radio List you want. Ask
for detailed price lists all guaranteed 98%
correct

Trade Circular Co., Inc.
166 W. Adams Street Chicago

M &H.
ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS
RADIO'S LARGEST KIT

SUPPLY HOUSE

Headquarters
for Radio Kits
The Batteryless Bernard
Winner's DC Eliminator
The Regenerative Equamatic
The Lincoln Super -Heterodyne
Dr. Blan's Antennaless Set
The Hammarlund-Roberts Hi -Q.

Tell us what you want-we will do
the rest. Oldest mail order house
specialising in Kits.

Our Catalog r..--ybesoon.
It will pay Set Builders to send for it.

M.&1-1. SPORTING GOODS CO
512 Market St., Philadelphia

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

$0tos250a1Veek
Inifforh that is
Almost Romance'

Non it's easy to hold 
down the good jobs of Ra-
dio --by these new tested methods
I train ,:ou just as employers would have
you trained. If you're earning a penny
less than S50 a week,
clip coupon now!
Send for AMAZING
FREE BOOK telling
all about the groat
new BIG -PAY indus-
try, Radio. Thousands
oF openings, good poi-
tion. everywhe Free
Book the f no ta.
Learn to be a Radio Ex -

and draw down
big pay for the easiest
and most fascinating
work in the world. 3. E. Smith, Prim.

I'll Train You Quickly At
Home To Be A Radio Expert

Stay home and bold your job-I'll bring
yourtraining to you. You learn quickly and
easily in your spare time without leaving
home. I guarantee to train you 81.1cceSP-
fully or refund your money under the terms
of a guarantee bond I give you upon enroll-
ment. 1 supply you free of extra cost with
all needed apparatus and receiving vets for
practical work while learning. ms you can
=tarter Radio quickly. easily, at horn,

ig Demand For Trained
Men In Radio

Every day N. R. I..trained men taking
goad places in the Radio Seidl Thousands
of openingsnow awaiting the trained man In
this new profession. FREE EMPLOY-
MENT SERVICE WHEN YOU GRADU-
ATE. Many other big features. Don't go
along at $2.5 or $35 or $45 a week when as a
Radio Expert you could be pulling down
real money for the same six days. Get the
Facts-CLIP COUPON NOW.
Age or Lack of Experience

No Drawback
You don't need high school training to

Earn by my methods-common schooling la
enough. Lack of experience or education
tnerd not hold you bads. My training Is
horough and complete, but at the same
ime It a practical. simple, and clear. Young

and old alike have won success in Radio
through my help. Send coupon below for
FREE Book-' Rich Rewards In Radio."
Read for yourself. My offer of receiving sets
and practice instruments givers with course

soon to be withdrawn-WRITE
NOW. Coupon will bring book
and full details of big spedal out-

fit offer.
J. E. Smith, President
National Radio Institute

Dept.pw.s Washington, D. C.

FIVE PIG OUTFITS
111 Menem Sangle Can.

vol Thotnand NJ, 0.m -
ern Ton Set

In sunk receteing
et/en/mem ter peactire

of
no.

Advareanl neniving
et/Inn/nem for p aaaa itt
*Irk

15/ Weng.lanenn Nam.
met, patent al leanneal
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............Name ................................
Address ...............
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Eveready's exclusive Layerbilt
construction makes this

the most economical of "B" batteries

IMPROVEMENT on top of im-
provement has been the history
of Eveready Radio Batteries.
Here, in the radically differ-
ent Eveready Layerbilt, is
the "B" battery which tops
them all. The ability of this
battery to give you unrivaled
service and economy is due to
its unique internal design. In-
stead of the usual assembly of
round cells, it is built of flat
layers of current -producing
materials pressed firmly to-
gether. This construction
makes use of the spaces now
wasted between the round -type
cells and avoids the usual sol-
dered wire connections. Ever-
eady Layerbilt is every inch a

battery. This exclusive Ever-
eady Battery development
packs more active chemicals
in a given space and enables
them to produce more current
and give longer life.

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour --9 P. M.,
Eastern Standard Time, through the following

stations:
weer-Jaw York
wIAR-Prouidonce
wnnl-Boston
Nmec-Yorcester
val-Philadelphia
won-Buff olo
wcAn-Pittsburgh
weer-Ctur.innati

WTAM Cleveland
wWJ-Detroit
woN-Chicogo

lvoo-Dovenport
fasIti,nzosolis

non-St. Louis
wno..-11ro8hingt 0,1

EvEREAft
Radio Batteries

-they last longer

This HEAVY-DUTY EVER-
EADY LAYERBILT BATTERY
gives twice the service of the
smaller Light -Duty batteries
and greatly reduces your "B"
battery operating cost.

Use Eveready Layerbilts
on any set, and get not only
this extra service, but also-
the greatest "B" power op-
erating economy-the utmost
in "B" power dependability-
D. C. (direct current) in its
purest form, so necessary for
pure tone quality. There is an
Eveready dealer nearby.

Manufactured and guaranteed by
NATIONAL CARBON CO., INc.
New York San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario


